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ABSTRACT
We propose the construction of a detector dedicated to Nuclear Physics studies,
callef1 FINUDA, at DA4>NE, the Frascati 4>-Factory. The initial physics program is fo
cuse1 on the spectroscopy and decay modes of A-hypernuclei, which are produced fol
lowi4g the stopping of tagged K- in nuclear targets. The unique property of kaons
at D~<PNE, coupled to the expected performances of FINUDA (momentum resolution
of o•.: r.'% F\VHM and dedicated triggers) will allow an unprecedented step forward con
cern;ng the precision of the measurements and, even more, the counting rates. At

I'

C
mos
nonfor

1032 cm- 2 s- 1 we expect to produce and carefully study about 20 hypernuclei,
of them new. The puzzling situation regarding the validity of the ill = rule for
esonic decays of hypernuclei will be hopefully clarified. FINUDA could also be used
easurements on low energy K-N interactions.

!
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1

Introduction

The Frascati 4>-factory DA<I>NE [1] will provide, from 1995, some 103 K k pairsls at
16 MeV, background free and tagged. Besides the main goal of profiting of this unique
10- 4 and of other CP violating pa
possibility for a precise measurement of Jl(e'/e) to
"V

"V

rameters in the K [( system [2], the kaons at DA<I> NE obtained from ¢ decay (see. Tab. 1)
could be used for other measurements, in particular for Nuclear Physics experiments.
Table 1:¢ decays.
Mode
K+K
KgKf

TJi

B.R.{%)
49
34
13
2
1.3

Pmax{MeV Ic)
127
110
182
462
362

other

f"ooJl

-

prr
rr+rr-rro

For some specific measurements for which the availability of low-energy kaons and
their cleanliness are a mandatory prerequisite, DA<I>NE may allow measurements of better
quality and comparable counting rates than an advanced proton machine, like KAON [3].
It was noticed by Bressani [4] that K- from ¢> decays at a 4>-factory offer a unique
opportunity for high resolution hypernuclear spectroscopy with K- at rest.
The reason is clear if one looks at Table 2 in which the probabilities of the K± to
survive after a given length are reported as a function of the energy. At proton machines,
where kaons are emitted from an external production target, the distance between the
source of particles and the experimental area is at least of 10 ...;- 15 m, for radiation
safety requirements.

K± of less than 400 ...;- 450 MeV / c cannot obviously survive to

such a distance in numbers suitable for an intense beam. Then, for experiments where
lower energies (including stopping K-) are needed, one has to degrade in momentum a
500 -;- 600 Me V I c beam with a moderator just in front of the experimental apparatus. The
moderator introduces a large uncertainty in the momenta of the outgoing particles due
to straggling. For experiments with stopped K-, one is then obliged to use rather thick
targets (at least 1 g/cm 2 ) in order to have an acceptable stopping rate. Unfortunately, a
thick target introduces an error on the momentum of the emitted charged particles due
to the uncertainty in the interaction point, that cannot be accounted for. Often, the high
resolution of the spectrometers coupled to such a stopping device is then useless.
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Table 2: Probabilities P(x) of survival of K± at different energies after a given
x(cm).
T (MeV) p (MeV/c) P(3) P(50) P(100)
0.26
100
10.0
0.96 . 0.51
0.47
175
30.0
0.98 0.68
228
0.56
50.0
0.98 0.75
0.67
330
0.82
0.99
100.0

~ngth
I

t

.

r
On the contrary, the 16 MeV (K+, K-) produced at DA~NE stop in a mtterial
thickness of less than 100 mg/cm 2 , aIld the uncertainty of the interaction point ~ves a
D,.p/p of the outgoing particles we.ll ma,tched with the resolution of the best m~etic
spectrometers that can be designed.
Nuclear physics experiments, listed below, require the best energy resolutil'that
may be achieved with the present technologies. Tf;tking into account the 411" ge • etry
over which the kaons are emitted from the interaction region, a cylindrical magneti •spec
trometer around the interaction region must be built. Such a spectrometer, whos main
features will be described in the following, will be called by the acronym FINUDA ( Isica
NUcleare a DA~NE). In addition to Qne-arm exp~riment~, such a detector will bused
for coincidence experiments and must be able to detect also other particles (char 'ed or
neutral) emitted following the interaction of ·K- with Jl,.uclei. The large solid angle. f de
tection, typical of detectors at intersecting beam machines, would be a further ad :I tage
compared to spectrometers built at fixed target machines.
"'-J

I

2
2.1

The physics program of FINUDA
A-bypernuclei spectroscopy

A hypernucleus is a many-body system composed of non-strange nucleons Q one
I
or more strange baryons (A, I:; , 2). Considering t1}.e ~implest known case, the pr,sence
of a strangeness degree of freed()~ in a A-hypernucleus adds a new dimension : our
. t .t.h.e hadron Je.. vel, such hypernuclei provi~e f:.· ne.w
evolving picture of nuclear P.hY.sics. A
many-body spectroscopy, where dynaJlllcal symmetrIes may appear that are forbid· en lil
ordinary nuclei by the Pauli p r i n c i p l e . '
In the simple valence quark model, baryons are composed of three quark: sym
metrized in flavor-spin, and antisymmetrized in color.
The
proton, the neutron an Ithe A
..
.
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are the lightest three baryons in the ground-state baryon octet, and they were chosen by
Sakata in his prequark triplet model to represent the fundamental particle system from
which all other baryons could be constructed [5]. In conventional nuclear physics, it is
simplest to discuss A-hypernuclei using the Sakata triplet concept. Thus, the triplet set of
particles (p, n, A) are considered identical to first order under the strong interaction [6].
Therefore, the concept of strangeness exchange is similar to the more familiar concept of
charge exchange, and the A is treated, with the exception of the Pauli principle, as another
nucleon. Of course, strangeness symmetry is broken, as is reflected in the significantly
larger mass of the A, and the weaker A-N' potential. However, it is preserved sufficiently
to provide an extremely useful way to discuss A-hypernuclei states and reactions.
To a large extent the A is expected to maintain its identity within the nuclear
medium. This reflects the standard picture that nucleons retain their identity in nuclei.
Thus, structure of light hypernuclei, the first ones to be studied with some detail in counter
experiments, has been described using a' simple shell-model basis, as in conventional
nuclear dynamics. The A, as a distinguishable baryon, resides in the Is shell for the
hypernuclear ground state. In heavy nuclei we may expect that the A would stay deep
within the nuclear medium. Single particle states would then appear in A-hypernuclei, in
a much more cleaner way than in ordinary nuclei, since the difficulties linked to the Pauli
exclusion principle and to the pairing interactions will be absent.
Fig. 1 shows an excitation spectrum in 8XY obtained at the Brookhaven AGS,
showing s, p, d, f, and g A-orbitals [7]; it demonstrates in a striking way the validity of
the concept of shell model orbitals, not just in the valence region, but deep within the
nuclear interior. In non strange nuclei, the single-particle strength is broadly fragmented
with excitation energy, and a deeply bound hole-state is so fragmented as to be essentially
unobservable. In a A-hypernucleus, the distinguishable A may occupy any orbital, leading
to a well-defined, sharp set of states. The spectrum of Fig. 1 was taken with a resolution
of 2.6 Me V FWHM and only the major shell orbitals are resolved. With better resolution,
more details due to spin splitting of different states may appear.
The above arguments indicate that, to a first approximation, and with the scarce
energy resolution so fat accessible in the experiments, A remains as a composite particle
well distinguishable within the nucleus. However, it is possible that high resolution exper
iments may reveal effects due to a partial deconfinement of A in nuclear matter. Following
the success of some of the quark models in outlining many features of the baryon spectrum,
it has been suggested that they could be even more appropriate for describing the short
range region of the baryon-baryon interaction. Following this approach, the nucleus has
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Figure 1: Hypernuclear states obtained in the 89Y(?T+, K+) 8XY reaction, showing e A
in the s, p, d, f and g orbitals, as measured at AGS. The solid line represents aD. BA
calculation (from Ref.[7]).
to be represented as built up with quark bags. Due to the confinement, the bags b

ave

like baryons at relatively large distances (> 1 fm) and interact, through boson exc ' nge

t

as in the conventional model. At shorter distances « 1 fm), the bags may overla ; and
fuse to form larger bags of six (or nine) quarks, where the interaction is carried

0

't by

quark and gluon exchange.
An example of how hypernuclear physics may give unique answers to this f ,. ,' da
mental problem is shown by Fig. 2.
,
In the first row the baryon configuration for" He and XHe are reported. The bafyons
are assumed to be distinguishable, with the component quarks fully confined.
the
second row the opposite hypothesis is assumed, i.e. the quarks are fully deconfin
that they occupy quark shell orbitals. For "He there is no substantial difference be . een

It

the nucleon and quark description. For XHe, on the contrary, one can notice th

the

u- and d- quarks of the A cannot stay in the

the

S1
2

orbital, but in the p§. one, where
2

s-quark may 'Occupy the lowest energy state. In the baryon picture, all the 5 eleme" tary
constituents may occupy the

St

orbital. Then, if there is a partial deconfinement

f the
!
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Figure 2: Baryon (upper row) and quark (lower row) configurations for the 4He and ~He
systems.
quarks in nuclei, this effect could manifest itself more clearly in hypernuclei. As a matter
of fact, the binding energy the ~He in the ground state is slightly smaller than that
expected with the baryon picture [8], but more data on many hypernuclei are necessary
before drawing any conclusion. We refer to recent Conference Proceedings [9], [10] or
review articles [11], [12] for a general discussion on the importance of the Hypernuclei
spectroscopy.
In conclusion, there is a very rich field of nuclear physics, conventional but perhaps
new, that may be addressed by means of high resolution spectroscopy, and DA(j)NE is a
well suited machine to this purpose.

2.2

Decay of hypernuclei and possible violation of the
ill = ~ rule

In this section we will outline the physics interest of this fascinating subject. A very
complete and up-to-date review is due to Cohen [13].
A free A-hyperon decays into a nucleon and a pion through the weak non-Ieptonic
decay:
p

+

1T-

A ~n

+

1T

A

The lifetime TA is 2.63

± 0.02

~

(IV 64%)

(1)

o (IV 36%)

(2)

x 10- 10 s, the energy released is Q = 37 MeV and the
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1

corresponding momentum of the nucleon is about 100 MeV Ic, or approximately 5 ~1~V
of kinetic energy.
I
The decays (1) and (2) may occur with an isospin change (dI) of ! or~. An
quark converts to a u- (or a d-) quark through W boson exchange. The V-A Hamiltoni.,n
describing this decay can be written as:

f

!
being the Cabibbo angle. Such a model assumes equal contributions for ~I = ! a*d
dI = ~ transitions. However, the experimental branching ratios of (1) and (2), as well ~s
the branching ratios of other strange particles decays, imply that the dI = amplitu~e
f) c

!

f

is enhanced by at least one order of magnitude. It is immediate to see in fact that tJe
experiment~l ratio between the two dominating decays is given approximately by tie
square of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in the 81

1 - -1 > =
1-2'
2

~

= ! amplitude:

:'

-ln1r 0 >
3

()

-lp1r- > 3

~

l

A-hypernuclei in their ground state, or in low-lying excited states with a ,-decy
lifetime larger than the free A lifetime, decay also via weak-interaction mechanism. Ho ' 
ever, the weak decay of the free A-hyperon changes totally when it is embedded in nucl ~ r
I

"
matter. The binding energy BA increases linearly with A, reaching the saturation valute.,'
f
25 MeV for heavy hypernuclei, and the phase space for the mesonic decays (1) and (2) is
greatly reduced. The final-state nucleon produced in the decay has a very low moment

100 MeV Ic), and the process is consequently Pauli-blocked. W~ recall that the Fefi
momentum for a nucleon in a nucleus is '" 270 MeVI c.
;
It has long time been recognized that, because the mesonic decay mode wouldl'e
strongly inhibited in all but the lightest hypernuclei [14], the primary decay channel wo d
t
be the non-Ieptonic weak reaction AN -t N N, referred to as non-mesonic decay. Te
energy release is approximately 176 MeV, corresponding to a momentum of each of tie
final nucleons of '" 417 ¥eV Ic. This decay mode has a much larger phase space, compar d
to that of the mesonic one, and the final nucleons are not Pauli-blocked. A measurem t
of the relative branching ratio for the non-mesonic channels:

«

!

I
(5)
!

I

A+n-tn+n

(~)
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could provide information about the structure of the weak Hamiltonian, in particula.r on
the relative importance of the ~I = ~ and ~I = ~ amplitudes.
However, particular care must be devoted to many different effects related to the nu
clear medium (initial and final state interactions, nuclear structure, ... ) that can strongly
distort the true weak interaction mechanism. A very detailed discussion of all these effects
can be found in Ref [13].
In spite of the great physics interest for the decay of hypernuclei, the data up to now
available are scarce and not precise. This is due to the tremendous difficulty in producing
abundantly A-hypernuclei in their ground states and detecting the products of their deca.y.
Extremely hard is to study the non-mesonic decay (6) for which two fast neutrons have
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Figure 3: Present experimental values of the lifetime TA of the A-hyperon in hypernuclei
as a function of A (from Ref. [13]) with the addition of the new measurement for 23~U.
to be deteste? in coincidence and related to the hypernuclear ground states. Clearly, the
fact that in nuclear matter the decay channels of the A are different than in the free space
n1ay have effects too on the value of the lifetime TA. Fig. 3 shows the values of the lifetime

----
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Tit.

of the A-hyperon in various hypernuclei, as a function of the mass number A. 0+ may

.:•, ues
observe the big errors affecting the measurements. It is interesting to note that the ~.,
of TA reported in Fig. 3 were obtained by quite different techniques. The values ifr the
light hypernuclei (A ~ 5) are from old bubble chamber and emulsion experiments, part
a new recent measurement for ~ He from a counter experiment at the Brookhave lAGS
i
[15]. The values for 9 ~ A ~ 12 were also given by this last experiment. The Ii etime
for IX0 was measured by an unusual technique, by bombarding with a relativis c 16 0
beam a polyethylene target [16]. TA for 20XBi and 23~U was measured at CERN : EAR
I
by studying the delayed fission following p annihilation at rest [17]. The most 'ecent
analysis [18] of this experiment has provided for the lifetime of heavy hypernuclei i value
of (1.25 ± 0.15) x 10- 10 s. Even with this precision, the experimental situation in'cates
a decrease of Tit. in nuclear matter. An experiment providing Tit. in nuclei as a function of
;
A with the same apparatus and techniques is clearly needed.
Fig, 4 shows the ratio Q- of non-mesonic to 1f'- mesonic decay as a functio~ of A;
again one' may notice that large errors are affecting the measurements, relevant ctJso to
!

the mass number of the decaying hypernucleus (old emulsion experiments), HOWer,,'er, a
general trend showing the dominance of non mesonic decays over the mesonic o,es for
A ~ 3 is evident. It is expected that the ratio between the 1f'- and 1f'o mesonic ~odes
could be modified with respect to the free A ratio (1) and (2) in light nuclei due ~o the
Pauli blocking on different nucleons. A systematic theoretical study of the mesoni ,decay
for the p-shell hypernuclei was performed by Itonaga [19], and a measurement of ~he 1f'0
decay of 11C, recently performed at KEK [20), though affected by a large error,
in
agreement with the calculation.

1

fas
I

Fig. 5 shows the ratio q of the A + n -+ n + n non-mesonic decay to th+ total
non-mesonic decay as a function of A. The errors are very large, since we are deali~ with
the decay experimentally most difficult to detect. An increase of q with A is evid~.t.
A very recent analysis of the non-mesonic decay for light hypernuclei (1 H, 1$e and
!tHe), performed by Schumacher [21), showed an apparent violation of the Ll.I = rule.
In light hypernuclei, 180 and 38 1 initial AN spin configurations with isospin canldecay
non-mesonically to six oN'N' final state spin configurations with isospin of either, or O.
For any reaction mechanism leading to I = 1 final states, the ratio of neutron-nr,utron
decay (Rn) to proton neutron decay (Rp) is given by:
r

!

.

Rn
;\2 + 4 - 4;\
Rp = 2;\2 + 2 + 4;\ ,

t
!

11

(7)

where ;\ is the ratio of the isospin 3/2 decay amplitude to the isospin 1/2 decay amp'itude.
f
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Figure 4: Ratio Q- of non-mesonic to
Ref. [13]).

1r-

mesonic decay rates as a function of A (from
.

Defining furthermore R.vs as the rate for the AN -7NN decay from spin state S, it follows

!

that for pure ~I = rule interactions we have Rno = 2 R..po (I = 1 final state only) and
Rnl ::; 2 Rp1 (both 1 = 0 and 1 final states). Hence the quantity which is obtained by
Schumacher is the ratio r = Rno/Rpo, which for the pure ~I = ~ interaction must be
2, and for ~I = ~ interaction would be 1/2. He finds from the data r = 0.23 ± 0.17,
suggesting a rather large violation in the case of light hypernuclei. However, the above
error was obtained treating the errors on the experimental values as independent and
uncorrelated. A more careful analysis of the possible correlation between the errors leads
to the conclusion that the data are not consistent with pure ~I = ~ hypothesis at the
1.6 q level and suggest that the ~I = ~ amplitude may be comparable to or possibly
larger than the AI = ~ piece. However we recall that other approaches [22], [23] to the
non-mesonic decay of A-hypernuclei predict values of the Q- and q ratios different than
those so far discussed still maintaining the validity of the ~I = ~ rule. These approaches
require more then two baryons in the initial/final state.
These remarks strongly support the interest in performing accurate measurements
on the decay ·modes of hypernuclei and, possibly, of the A lifetime.
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Figure 5: Ratio of neutron stimulated non-mesonic decay rate to the total nonkesonic
decay rate as a function of A (from Ref. [13]).
r

2.3

Production of A-hypernuc1ei with a large neutron

ex~ess

As it will be discussed with more details in Sec. 3, experiments with tnagnetic
spectrometers have studied essentially the production of A-hypernuclei by mea+ of two
body reactions, in which one of the neutrons of the nuclear target was transf0rFed into
a A. Even at DA~NE, the dominant reaction that will be used is the (K;top,:1r-) one.
1
However, due to the expected high rate of stopped K-, two step reactions oc urring in
the same nucleus could be detectable. In particular, as pointed out by Majli g [24], a
(K;top, rrO) reaction on a proton followed by a (1("0, 1("+) reaction on another pro ~n would
produce at the end a neutron-rich hypernucleus:

f

K stop

+ A ./v~·Z

AX

-t A

Z-2

+

1(" +

Ii11

(8)

The rate for the two-step reaction (8) would be lower by two orders of ~gnjtudes
than that !o~. the one step reactions (K;top, 1("-), (K;top, rrO), whose rate i~ typically
10....,3/stopped I{-.
fi
We may be rather sure of this estimate, bearing in mind the ratio of thef'analogous

Ii
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two-step (rr±, rr=F) double charge exchange reactions on nuclei with the one-step charge
exchange ones (rr±, rrO) [25]. Fig 6 shows the chart of light A-hypernuclei with the new
neutron rich species that could possibly be observed.
As it will be discussed in Sec. 5, a production rate of 10- 5 /stopped K- is within
the capabilities of FINUDA at DA~NE. If detected, reactions like (8) will really open a
new window on the hypernuclear species that may be produced, namely:
1) all hypernuclei produced by (K-, rr+) reactions would be new, they were never
observed until now;
2) some of the new species must be stable, since their nuclear core is already
stable;
3) it is also possible to produce very heavy Hyperhydrogen isotopes XH and ~H,
from 6Li and 7Li targets.

2.4

Is there a 1C'+ decay mode of hypernuclei?

The H particle has been the subject of theoretical and experimental studies following
the Jaffe proposal [26] based upon the MIT bag model. A careful review on the H particle
was performed by Guaraldo [27]. Although there has been no evidence of the existence of
the H, no experiment can exclude the possibility of strongly bound H particle. A recent
lattice

QeD calculation [28], performed with the largest lattice size even used for the H

mass, shows that the mass could be quite light, even lighter than that of two nucleons. In
that case the H becomes stable not only against strong decays but also weak decays. On
the other hand, if the H particle is lighter than two nucleons, a nucleus become unstable
against ~S = -2 double {3 decay producing the H as final state product. The most
stringent lower limit on the H mass, as given by double {3 decay, is 1800 MeV.
Kishimoto [29] has pointed out that there is a window in the H mass (1820 +
1880 MeV), for which the existence of the H could manifest itself in a new hadronic weak
decay mode, the decay -with a rr+ in the final state. The elementary reactions would be:

A+p ~ H +rr+

(9)

A+n ~ H +rro

(10)

The resulting rr meson would have, assuming for example a mass of 1850 MeV for
the H,
64 MeV for the decay (9),
70 MeV for the decay (10). The important point
I'V

I'V
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Figure 6: Chart of light A-hypernuclei with binding energies Bit. and particle instabilityl
thresholds ([from Ref. 24]). The neutron rich hypernuclei observable in (K;top, 1T-)
reactions are indicated with •.
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Figure 7: Decay rate of 1l"+ mesonic decay as a function of the H mass, for the hypernuclei
lXC, ~He and 1He. The ordinate scale is in (%) of the total decay rate (from Ref. [29]).
in the Kishimoto's observation is that the presence of monochromatic 1l"+ following the
decay of hypernuclei would be an unique signature for the existence of the H and would
at the same time provide a measurement of its mass.
The decay (10), with a 1l"0 in the final state, is difficult, if not impossible, to utilize
for this purpose, since conventional mesonic decay modes, though strongly suppressed as
discussed in Sec. 2.2, are competing.
Kishimoto evaluated the rates for the decay (9) and the results are shown by Fig.
7, as a function of the H mass, for lXC, ~He and 1He. The obtained 1l"+ decay rate is
I"J

10- 2 + 10- 3 of that of free A decay when the H mass is below 1870 MeV, a value within

the reach of FINUDA.

2.5

The puzzle of

~-hypernuclei

The discovery of narrow peaks (a few MeV) in production reactions (K-, 1l"-) with
1(- of 720 MeV / c, that could be kinematically interpreted as due to the formation of nar
row E-hypernuclear states, was quite surprising. In fact, though the E-hyperon for many
aspects is s..in:ilar to the A- one concerning the lifetime and the interaction strength with
nucleons, it was believed that its behaviour in nuclear matter was completely different. In
fact, if A decay in nuclear matter proceeds through a weak interacting process (dS = 1),
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then the E can decay'through the strong interacting process (~S= 0) E + N -+~+ N.
The width of the E-hypernuclear states was therefore expected to be a few tens offMeV.
Following the first experiments at CERN [30] and AGS [31] which claimed the lunex
pected presence of narrow E-hypernuclear states in (K-, 1T) reactions with K- i j flight
(400 -+ 720 MeV I c) an even most striking evidence came from an experiment with , - at
rest, performed at KEK [32]. However, further high statistics studies, always at EK,
I

j

did not show evidence for the existence of E-hypernuclei, apart, perhaps !He. A cl, -cut
answer to this intriguing puzzle is urgently needed. A recent review on the the etical
and experimental aspects of E-hypernuclei can be found in Ref. [11].

2.6

K+-Nucleus total cross section

I

I
It is known that, among meson probes, the K+ holds a very special positio~. The
I

K+ meson contains a strange anti-quark and since there are no (valence) strange Iquarks
in the nucleon, quark-antiquark annihiiation is strongly suppressed. Thus K+ 'annot
couple strongly to a 3-quark object and the K+ N system has no known resonanc , below
1 GeV I c. For this reason the K+ - N' interaction has two important properties it has
a weak energy dependence and a weak strength. Below 1 GeVI c the typical, + - N
cross-section (9 mb) is about an order of magnitude smaller than the 1T- -N' and .K--N'
cross section in the same momentum region.
A small cross-section means a long mean free path ("-J 7 fm) for propag )tion of
the K+ in the nuclear medium. Therefore, unlike other hadrons whose mean f
path
is 1 -+ 2 fm, the K+ is capable of probing the entire volume of the nucleus 'it may
be considered a sort of "heavy electron") and the complexity inherent in under ~ anding
the other strongly absorbed probes is avoided. Indeed, to first order, the K+- ucleus
interaction can be viewed as a single scattering of the K+ with a nucleon and only small
and calculable corrections to this picture are needed.
Ii
Given the properties of the K+ as a "clean" probe, it was a surprise to fin4' experi
mentally [33] that the ~atio:

1',:

U(K+12C)
'R = 6u(K+d)

of the cross-section for K+ scatteriug on

12C

,

~

(11)

and deuterium is > 1, at least at iomenta

t,

PL> 600 MeV Ic.
This discrepancy should be considered significant and has been interpret · [34] as
an indication of the "swelling" or "partial deconfinement" of the nucleon inside uclei. It
!J
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Figure 8: Experimental and theoretical values ofR [Ref. 33]. The~hadowed band between
solid lines corresponds to no "swelling" within the theoretical uncertainties. The dashed
and continuous lines correspond, respectively, to calculations done with a 10% increase
in the s-wave phase shift (&R/R = 0.1) and a density dependent rescaling effect with
const = 0.1.
"'as argued that a possible "swelling" of nucleons in nuclei might lead to an increase in
magnitude of the dominant K+-N' s-wave phase shift:
&(/ = 1, s-wave)

= -k(R + oR)

(12)

R being the nuclear radius.
Weise [3.5] considered this effect in the context of the more general concept of
scale changes in nuclei, through a density-dependent rescaling of constituent quark (and
hadron) masses according to:
_m-,,";_(p_)

mq(O)

=1_

const"!!"

po

(13)

with const""'-J 0.1 -:- 0.2, with a corresponding renormalization of the (vector meson domi
nated) s-wave K+ -/v amplitude.
In Fig. 8 the experimental and theoretical values of 'R are reported [33]. The
shadowed band between solid lines corresponds to no "swelling" within the theoretical
uncertaint!es:. The dashed and continuous lines correspond, respectively, to calculations
done with a 10% iricrease in the s-wave phase shift (oR/R = 0.1) and a density dependent
rescaling effect with const = 0.1.
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As seen, neither of these models is able to well reproduce the experimental poi~s.
It is clear that such an "EMC-like" effect should be further investigated, for sevtkal
nuclear target and in particular at low « 400 MeV / c) momenta, for which the ratiq n
seems to assume larger discrepancies with the expected value n = 1.
I
I

2.7

K-N scattering at low energy and the a-term

There is at present substantial interest in the strangeness content of the nucl n.
This interest has largely arisen because there exist discrepancies between several ex
mental and theoretical results that seem to require a significant inclusion of strange qu
in normal nucleons. The best known experimental results that point to this strange q ark
content in the nucleon are the long standing problem of the pion-nucleon a-term [36] ~d
the recent studies of the proton spin structure function by the European Muon Colltbo
i
ration (EMC) [37].
QCD is presently accepted as the theory of strong interactions. The Lagran,ian
of QeD when constructed with the assumption that the quarks are massless, i.e. ,u =
rnd = rna = 0, is chiral symmetric. The current quarks of course are not massless, Ie •ing
to acceptance of the idea that chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken and a quark ! ass
term appears in the Lagrangian that is responsible for its explicit breaking.
The chiral SU(3) symmetry breaking operator is measured through the 1r-N 0'- rm
[36] which is determined using 1r-N scattering data and data from pionic atoms.
en
analysed via a well accepted technique [38] the result requires a nucleon mass th t is
about 300 MeV too low. The very controversial solution to this problem is to as " me
that the nucleon contains a substantial amount of ss quarks even at hadronic sdales.
Such a solution to this discrepancy between experimental and theoretical results st',ms
to indicate that the strangeness content of the proton could be as much as 10+20%, .,' ery
substantial considering that the conventional proton of the constituent quark mo4e1 is
pictured to contain no quarks other than those of the first generation, the up and the
down.
J;

1
i

I

The second experiment mentioned above also points to the need for a strange <luark
content in the nucleon. In it the EMC [37] used deep inelastic p,-p scattering to deterbine
the fraction of the proton spin carried by each flavour. The results indicate tha. : not
only is the total amount of the proton spin carried by the light quarks approxi tely
zero but that ss-pairs in the proton carry a significant fraction of its spin. Th
yet controversial result along with the 1r-Na-term results, impart substantial sus
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upon our expectations as derived from the constituent quark model, an outcome that has
become known as the spin crisis of the proton.
In addition to the above two experimental-theoretical controversies there exists a
significant body of data from a variety of reaction studies that indicate that the Okubo
Zweig-Iizuka (OZI) rule [39] is violated for reactions involving nucleons. The reactions
usually studied involve the production of the 4> meson. The OZI rule implies that the
amplitudes for processes involving disconnected (hairpin) quark diagrams should be van
ishingly small. Thus if the 4> is puress its coupling to hadrons containing no strange quarks
should be highly suppressed. 4> production in reactions such as pp -+ pp4>, 11"- P -+ 4>n
and PP -+ 4>11"+11"- is thus expected to be very small compared to w production. Ellis,
Gabathuler and Karliner in a recent review [40] of the data on the 4>/w production cross
sections found that in fact the ratio is larger than the OZI rule would dictate and argue
that the strange quark content of the proton can be used to explain this "evasion" of the
OZI rule. Henley, Krien and Williams [41] have carried the discussion one step further
and suggested that 4> production can be used as a measure of the strangeness content of
the nucleon.
The resolution of the question whether the nucleon contains strange quarks or not is
of fundamental importance because it relates directly to our understanding of how QeD is
manifest at normal distances (I"-..J 1 fm). It has been suggested by Jaffe and Korpa [42] that
new data and an improved theoretical analysis of the K-N q-term is very important for the
resolution of this puzzle. The provision of new data is necessary because the extraction of
the K -N q-terms (isospin 1 or 0 being possible) from the presently available experimental
data cannot provide an adequate test of the various model dependent predictions because
at present the experimental errors are much too large [43].
The existence of very low energy kaons at DA~NE (K+ and K- as well as the

KO for which it is being built) will make possible a determination of the K-NO'-terms.
The

DA~NE

kaons will be monoenergetic, essentially background free and because they

occur in pairs from the decay of a 4> meson will be tagged as to their direction in space.
These features will allow for the measurements proposed here of K+p and K-p elastic
scattering and K- p -+ KOn charge exchange reactions. These reactions will also be
carried out using the deuteron as a target in order to obtain the same information for
the neutron. No existing or planned facility will make possible measurement of K-N
interactions at the energies possible at DA~NE.
In order to study K -N scattering utilizing the DA ~ NE low energy tagged kaon
beams we are investigating the possibility of utilizing a solid hydrogen or deuterium target
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I
inside the collider beam pipe. A solid hydrogen target up to 1 mm thickness held b+low
3 K under UHV conditions has been developed at TRIUMF for use in a muon catal*zed

l

r.

fusion experiment.
In the K-p scattering experiment, the target will be surrounded by layers of
ti
layer silicon strip counter with 2 coordinate readout (see Sec. 4 ) . ,

r
3

Production of A-hypernuclei

Neglecting for simplicity the hypernuclei production processes induced by ant: ro
tons and relativistic ions, there are essentially two ways for producing and studyin , the
hypernuclear spectra, with K- beams and with 1r+ beams. The larger amount of ata
has been produced so far by means of the strangeness exchange reaction:

t

+ n -t A + 1r-

IJ(14)
t
on a neutron of a nucleus, which transfers the strangeness from the K- to the struck
neutron, transforming it into a A. The reaction kinematics of (14) shown by F~. 9
(Feshbach-Kerman kinematics) has the specific feature that, with the 1r- detected +t 0°,
there is in the laboratory frame a "magic" value of the K- momentum for whic~ the
"
A-hyperon is produced at rest, and the 1r- carries all the momentum. The mom,tum
transfer is very small, 0 at the magic momentum (505 MeV/c), and can be varie~ in a
controlled way by changing the beam momentum and/or the 1r- emission angle. JIt
Hypernuclear final states for which the A has the same spin and orbital wave fu*,tion
of the transformed neutron are the most copiously ones produced with (14). The ~rosssections may reach values of the order of mb/sr.
t
Recently, the associated production reaction:
t
K-

1r+

!

+ n -t K+ + A

(15)

always on a neutron of a nucleus, was proved to be very efficient for produci A
hypernuclei at AGS. The kinematics of (15) is such that a relatively large mom, tum
("" 350 MeV/c) is transferred to the A-hyperon, always for forward detection ofth K+.
The cross-sections are then lower by at least two orders of magnitude than those f0 1 (14),
but this drawback is overcompensated by the larger intensities of the 1r+ beams!: The
hypernuclear final states produced by (15) are different than for (14): mainly hi~ spin
hypernuclear states are observed.
,
I

I
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Figure 9: Kinematics in the forward direction for the A, and, respectively, EO production.
The curves which limit the hatched areas downwards are for a 1r- emission angle of 0°,
those which limits upwards for 6°.
A way of combining the advantages of (14) and (15): high production rate and many
hypernuclear final states, is that of using reaction (14) but with K- at rest:

l.....-

fistop

+

AXZ -+ AAXZ

+ 1r -

(16)

The momentum transferred to the produced A hyperon is of the same order of
magnitude (250 MeV Ic) than (15) and the production rates for defined hypernuclear final
states are still quite high: 10-3 /stopped K-. This technique was used very efficiently at
KEK, where an impressive bulk of high quality data, with a lot of physics information
was produced [44]. Fig. 10 shows a typical spectrum obtained at KEK with a 12C target.
The peaks at 273 MeV I c and 261 Me VI c are assigned as due to the ground state of
IX C and to the first excited state, of configurations P('3i2)n SA and P('3i2)n PA respectively.
Concerning finally the production of neutron-rich hypernuclei, the reaction (14) with [<
at rest would be the most efficient, since the momenta of the produced 1r are very close
to those co!r~~ponding to the ~ resonance, and then the charge exchange cross section is
around its maximum value.
A similar production reaction than (14) holds for E- hypernuclei, obviously replacing

r
I
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t.
i

*-

the appropriate mass for the I: and remembering that the I: hyperon has three stateslof
charge and that a 1r+ can be emitted in the case of :E- production. The pions from

hypernuclei production have a momentum around 180+200 MeV Ic, again depending;! n
the target and the final state. However, we must recall that the most recent experime ts
with stopped 1(- at KEK have seriously questioned the existence of narrow :E-hypernu ei
bound states, previously reported by the experiments perfonned with K- in flight [30].tA
clear-cut answer to this question would be a very important physics results from DAq,~.
Finally, indirect population of A hypernuclei, in particular ~H, was observed wrh
stopped K- [45].
t
The 1H production is again signalled by the monochromatic pion (133 MeVtc)
c

jl

emitted in the two-body mesonic decay:

1H -+

4He + 1r-

( :7)

Fig. 11 shows low-momentum regions of measured (stopped K-, 1r-) spectra on several
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Figure 11: Low-momentum regions of (stopped K- , 7r-) spectra on several nuclear targets.
The vertical scale of all spectra is the intensity per stopped K- (from Ref. [45]).
nuclear targets.
What was SUrprISIng was not the observation of light hypernuclei production on
heavy targets, already reported by old emulsion experiments, but the large production
rate. It could not be explained by an a-cluster absorption mechanism, but perhaps by a
model [44] in which a A generated by the A7r production or by the EN -+ AN conversion
is trapped in the nucleus and forms a "A compound nucleus", which may decay into a
hyperfragment such as 1He.
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4
4.1

The FINUDA detector
General description

In this chapter we will describe the characteristic of a detector optimized for hfgh
resolution spectroscopy of pions following the primary interaction of a K- at rest .ith
target nuclei, with simultaneous detection of other charged particles and neutrons.

'his

detector will allow to perform the physics program from Sec. 2.1 to 2.5. With s me
modifications and/or using part of the apparatus also the physics program outline in
Sec. 2.6 and 2.7 could be performed. It is also conceivable that modifications of the
detector system might allow also for high-resolution spectroscopy of 1l'0, opening th~s a
!

new window on (K-, 1l'0) reactions on nuclei, that produce the hypernuclei that are mirror
of those produced in (K-, 1l'-) reactions.
FINUDA is a non focusing magnetic spectrometer with cylindrical geometry. We
based our design criteria on reasonable extrapolations of performances of present t h
nology, with emphasis on detectors most of which we successfully used in previous 'ex
periments (see Appendix 1), optimized in order to have a large solid angle, the

est

momentum resolution and good trigger capabilities.
Fig. 12 gives a general view of the proposed detector, which consists of the follov(ing
J

parts:

I

1) an interaction/target region;

I

2) an external tracking system;

I

3) an outer scintillator array.

f
The full apparatus is immersed into a solenoidal field, homogeneous within 1% over ithe
volume used for the tracking of the charged particles. In the following we will assu~ a
coordinate frame with the z-axis oriented along the (e+, e-) colliding beams direct' n,
and oriented towards the e+ beam, and the y-axis oriented perpendicularly to the fl , r.
However, we will often refer to cylindrical (p, 4>, z) coordinates. The (K+, K-) pairs ed
for physics are emitted from the interaction region, whose dimensions are assumed t
O'z = 0.2 mm in the x direction and 0',1 = 0.02 mm in the yone; along z, we ass
e
a bunch-crossing region having a 0' of 3 cm. We assume furthermore, at the maxi
design luminosity £, = 1033 cm- 2 S-I, a bunch crossing frequency of 380 MHz, with!' an
inter-bunch time of 2.6 ns. The (K+, K-) from 4> decay follow a sin 2 {) law, {) being ~he
angle relative to the z-axis.

"',
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Figure 12: General view of the FINUDA detector.
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In this section we will describe briefly the main tasks and expected performances
of the various sub detectors located inside the magnet. The cylindrical interaction/target
region of FINUDA consists of the beam pipe, a scintillator barrel (TOFINO), an internal
polygonal Si microstrip array (ISIM) and the internal nuclear stopping target. Fig. 13
shows the two views of the proposed arrangement. For completeness we have indicated
too the external (outer) polygonal Si microstrip array (OSIM) that however is a part
of the external tracking system. The above arrangement must accomplish the following
tasks:

1) the (K+, K-) pairs from 4> decay have to be identified in a time fast enough
to contribute to first level trigger;
2) the (K+, K-) coordinates before the nuclear target have to be measured;
3) the monochromatic K- has to be stopped as near as possible to the external
surface of the target.
Since the K- from 4> decay have an energy of 16.1 MeV, they cross, before stopping,
a very reduced amount of material (e.g. 0.5 g cm- 2 of 12C). This fact represents the
unique feature of DA~NE that will allow hypernuclear spectroscopy with unprecedented
resolution but it requires the design of very thin detectors before the nuclear target.
The fast scintillators are used for first level trigger allowing a topology selection
of back to back events (K+, K- from 4> decay at rest), a multiplicity information and
~E/ ~x measurement.
The position information from ISIM obtained with a q of a few tens of microns
will allow the reconstruction of the (K+, K-) trajectories. (We will refer to the rms
deviation for the accuracy on the localization, whereas for energy and momenta spectra
we will quote the FWHM.) This information, together with the measurement, in the
external tracking system, of the trajectory of 1T- emitted in the hypernuclear formation
reaction, will allow the determination of the position of the stopping point of the K
inside the thin target. The thicknesses needed for the inner detectors are determined by
the requirement of stopping the K- inside a target of thickness as close as possible to
the diffuseness for the range due to its energy straggling, takiIig into account also the K
angular distribution.
The proposed thicknesses are the following: 200 pm of Beryllium for the beam pipe,
1.5 mm for the scintillators of TOFINO, 300 pm for ISIM and finally about 1.5 mm for
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a Carbon stopping target. In these conditions K- emitted from 45° to 1350 stop in the
target volume.
The length of the interaction/target region is determined by the requirement of
accepting all the (K+, K-) pairs emitted from 45 0 to 1350 along z coordinate from
-3.5 cm to +3.5 cm, which corresponds to the FWHM of the (e+, e-) interaction region.
The resulting length of the stopping target will be 17 em and will allow an acceptance for

(K+, K-) of more than 90%.
With the above described assembly, a Monte Carlo calculation is used to evaluate
the distribution of the stopping points of the K- inside the thin target. Fig. 14 shows
the radial distribution of the stopping points for the case of the carbon target; the effect
of different K- emission angles, energy straggling and multiple scattering are accounted
for. The distribution shows a well defined peak, which can be used to perform a first
order estimate of the 11"- energy loss in the target.
The ISIM will allow the reconstruction of the trajectory of the (K+, K-); the
intersection of this trajectory with that of the 11"- measured by the external tracking
system will give a reliable estimation of the point of formation of the hypernucleus inside
the target thickness. The measured momenta of the emitted charged particles could
th~n be corrected also for the energy lost in the already thin target obtaining a further
improvement in the momentum resolution. Fig. 15 shows the effect of this correction on
Monte Carlo simulated pions of 270 MeV / c (this value will be taken in the following as
a typical one) and assuming a momentum resolution of the external tracking system of
0.3% FWHM.
The performance of the external tracking system is the most crucial since it will allow
the measurement of the momenta of 11"- emitted from the formation reaction (16). The
momentum resolution enters directly into the determination of the hypernuclear energy
levels. It is straightforward to see that, with MH, MA , M1I" MK denoting the masses of
the hypernucleus, target nucleus, 11"- and K-, the hypernuclear mass is given by:

(18)
neglecting the hypernucleus recoil energy. Then L.\.MH

L.\.T1I'
T1I'

vip; + m; + m1l' Ll.p1l'
= vip; +m; P;

=

L.\. T 11' and

(19)

The function f(p1l') depends obviously on the hypernuclear final state, but in a rather
smooth way. Taking as typical Ii C in the ground state from a target of 12C, we obtain
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Figure 14: R,adial distributions of the stopping points, as obtained in a MC simulation
for a Carbon target.

from (16) P1r = 272 MeV/c, T1r = 166.2 MeV, and then, for this state !(P1r) is 1.4. We
may assume this value of !(P1r) as a typical one. From (19) it is clear that each 10-3 in
~p/p corresponds to 236 KeV in the energy resolution for the hypernuclear levels.
The minimum information required for the reconstruction of a charged particle tra
jectory in an almost uniform magnetic p.eld is represented by three points along its path.
Factors affecting the momentum resolution are the multiple scattering due to materials
along the particle path and the spatial resolution in the determination of the measured
points.
The solution we have chosen is that of high spatial resolution low mass detectors
immersed in a helium atmosphere to minimize multiple scattering.
The requirement of low mass is particularly stringent on the detectors located along
the particle trajectory and' can be partially released for the detectors measuring the initial
and final point of the tracks.
To better face the pattern recognition problem we decided furthermore to measure
four points.. f~~ each track.
The first point on the track is given with accuracies of the order of 30 pm by the
OSIM array which is the first track localizing device that the particle encounters. The
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Figure 15: MC simulation of the effect of the "tagging technique" on the 11"- reconstructed
momentum spectrum. 11"- momentum distribution with (solid line) and without (dotted
line) corrections.

last point is given with an accuracy of 50 pm in the (p, <p) plane and about 300 pm in
zeta coordinate by an array of straw tubes (ST). The substantial advantage of using ST
for the measurement of the last point is that the spatial resolution is independent of the
incidence angle of the track.
Two internal points are measured by low mass drift chambers (LMDC) providing a
resolution of 100 pm in the (p, <p) plane and a much more coarse resolution (1 % of the
wire length) in the zeta coordinate obtained by charge division.
Taking into account the minimum amount of materials for these chambers as de
scribed in Sec. 4.5 and the quoted spatial resolutions we obtained by Monte Carlo simu
lation a momentum resolution of about 0.2% FWHM for pions of 270 MeV / c, as shown
in Fig. 16.
We considered also the option of a Time Projection Chamber (TPC) providing good
intrinsic spatial resolution, good pattern recognition and that in addition would also give
us informa:i~n on ~E/~x. However the Monte Carlo simulation of the performance of
such a device showed that the maximum momentum resolution attainable is of the order
of 1.4 % FWH~.f as shown by Fig. 17. The reasons for such unsatisfactory behaviour are
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Figure 16: Momentum resolution with a tracking device based on LMDCs, as obtained
by a M C simulation, for 270 Me V / c pions.
the high curvature of low momentum tracks and the need of thick entrance walls.
The outer scintillator array (TOFONE) will be used for first level trigger and for
neutron detection.

4.2

Illterllal scilltillator barrel (TOFINO)
The 1.5 mm thick, 14 em long inner scintillator barrel (TOFINO) will be segmented

in 12 strips, 1.8 em wide each, subtending a dry of 30 0 •
A greater segmentation would produce losses due to the bending of (K+ , K-) inside
the pipe and to the dead zones between adjacent strips.
The calculated ~E/ ~x in the scintillators for (K+, K-), (71"+, 71"-), (J.L+, J.L-) and
(e+, e-) of momenta foreseen at DA~NE are shown in Fig. 18 taking too into account
the angular dependence.
As it can be seen, there is a large separation in energy lost by kaons from that by
pions, muons and electrons. The non-linear relationship between light output and energy
loss will introduce a small correction.
The s~i~tillators will be seen from one side by phototubes (PMs) put outside the
magnetic field through 200 em long properly shaped light guides. This solution against the
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usual two sides viewing is due mainly to mechanical reasons, to allow an easy extraction
of the detector from the solenoid.
The inconvenience of one side light collection is twofold: an inhomogeneity of the
response and different arrival times of scintillation light depending on the impact point of
particles along the length on the slab. The response inhomogeneity (about 10%) is small
however com pared to the angular spread effect.
To overcome the second point, a method described in Sec. 4.9, will allow the defi
nition of a good trigger time and a good START signal for TOF and tracking devices.
All the individual scintillators of TOFINO will obviously be instrumented by ADC
and TDC channels. Protons from non-mesonic decay of hypernuclei (5) will be detected
by TOFINO with solid angles close to 1r (see Fig. 13) and then we could measure directly
TA in hypernuclei following the technique already used at BNL [15]. We will measure the
time spectrum of events recorded in a slab different than those which detected the (K+,
K-) pair. Prompt 1r- (250+270 MeV Ic) corresponding to the formation of ground state of
hypernuclei must exhibit a symmetrical time distribution, with a width corresponding to
the instrumental time resolution. On the contrary charged particles (protons, eventually
pions for light targets) emitted following the decay of hypernuclei must exhibit a time
distribution showing an asymmetry just due to the fact that A follows an exponential
decay time law, with a decay constant given by TA' The experimental capability of
observing such an asymmetry is related to :
1) the istrumental time resolution of each slab of TOFINO;
2) the precision in the alignement in time of the different slabs;
3) the electronic stability of the full system;
4) a careful off-line correction of the measured times in order to take into ac
count the different paths of particles hitting TOFINO; the correction can be
performed by means of the localization information from ISIM.

If we were able to obtain at the end a time resolution of 250+300 ps FWHM, we
could measure the asymmetry and then TA. Fig. 19a shows a Me simulation of the time
distribution of events following an exponential decay distribution with TA = 100 "and 200
ps respectively. The prompt event distribution (TA = 0) is also shown for comparison.
An instrumental total time resolution of 300 ps FWHM was assumed. The distributions
are not corrected for the different path lengths of the particles. Fig. 19b shows the
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same distributions, suitably corrected for the different path lengths as measured by the
tracking devices, in the same hypotheses. It can be seen that with,...., 103 events in the
distributions, an error of ± 5 ps on TA will be obtained.
We are designing a prototype for a careful study of the instrumental time resolu
tion. We are also evaluating which PM offers the best performances with the further
requirement of working into a stray magnetic field grater than 0.1 T.
The proposed scintillator material is NE102A, which is fast (2.4 ns), with high light
output and highly radiation resistant. The selected PMs will be XP2020 or PMs with
similar performances.

4.3

The Silicon microstrip detectors
Two silicon micro-strip arrays (ISIM and OSIM) will sandwich the target (see Fig.

13).
The OSIM (Outer Silicon Microstrip) cross-section is an octagon and, in this ar
rangement, the sensitive area is about 80% of the total area. Each face comprises 4
double-sided micro-strip wafers, and each of them is 4.5 cm wide, 5 cm long and 300
pm thick. Couples of wafers will have longitudinal micro-strips welded together, such
as to form a wafer 4.5 cm wide and 10 cm long. The surface covered by a face will be
4.5 x 20 cm2 • Signals will be processed at the two extremities of each face. The momen
tum resolution required for the external tracking system requires a spatial resolution of
about 30 pm in (p, cp) plane and zeta coordinate. In turn, this spatial resolution dictates
the size of the micro-strip pitch (50 pm) and the pitch distance (20 pm) for both faces of
each wafer. Every second (or third) strip will be instrumented with readout electronics.
The process of reading one out of two (three) strips will improve the spatial resolution,
but at the expenses of an increased noise since the total charge will be shared 1:ietween
two (three) strips. The ratio of a signal induced by a minimum ionizing particle to noise
will establish the optimum number of instrumented channels.
The ISIM (Inner Silicon Microstrip) detector is very similar to the OSIM detector
,with an octagonal cross·section. Each of the eight faces consists of two double-sided silicon
micro-strip wafers, covering a surface of 3 x 15 cm2 • Wafers of ISIM array will bare the
same characteristics as the OSIM wafers, namely, pitch and pitch distance will be 50 pm
and 20 pm, respectively. Signals will be processed at the two extremities of each face.
The (total) thickness of the wafer should not exceed 200 pm in order to keep the K
energy loss below 2 MeV, regardless the angle of emission of kaons. The vertices due to
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negati ve kaons stopping into the target and prompt pions leaving the target will determine
the penetration depth of kaons in the target. In turn, the kaon penetration depth cap
be related, through the target thickness, to the amount of :gtaterial (~I cIll2) that prompt
pions must traverse before emerging from the target, aIld the l~tter qQ.antity to the pion
energy loss, b.E1r , through dE/dx curves. In absence of tracking devices, for a Carbon
target 1.5 mm thick, b.E1r is as large as 0.5 MeV for a pion kinetic energy of 164.4 MeV
(P1r = 270 MeV Ic), hence affecting the final momentum measurement. The hypernuclear
reaction vertex will be measured with an accuracy of ,..., 150pm, length comparable with
the average rarige straggling of kaons in the target. The silicon micro-strip wafers that
will equip both 181M and 081M detectors are commercially supplied [46].
For each wafer, the charge collected by the transversal (with respect to the zeta
di~ection) micro-strips will be busted outside of the detector with kapton readout cables.
This technical solution is spurred by the necessity of maintaoirung the effective thickness
of ISIM and OSIM below 300 /Jm and 400 /Jm, respectively. We will likely use a stan
dard design for the front-end electronics- [47] and for the analog to digital conversion [48].
However, the low event multiplicity following ¢ decays, and the circumstance that the
requirement of spatial resolution on 181M may be somehow released without serious wors
ening of the performances of the apparatus has addressed the collaboration to study an
alternative readout chain for 181M (see Appendix 2) and also the possibility of employing
a cylindrical microstrip gas chamber (GMSC) (see Appendix 3).

4.4

The targets
The nuclear targets of easier use are those which are solid at room temperature and

isotopically pure. The last requirement.is mandatory for high resolution experiments, in
which a small (5+ 10%) mixture of two or more isotopes may com plicate the interpretation
of the hypernuclear energy spectra.
We may then envisage the following classes of targets:
1) easy (solid, ~sotopically pure): 9Be, 12C (98.9%), 27 AI, 3lp, 4~Sc, SlV, s5Mn,
59CO, 75As (poison!), 89y, 98Nb, l03Rh, l33Cs, l65Ho, l81Ta, l~7 Au,209Bi;

2) feasible (flammable solids, to be sealed off, or
6Li, 7Li, lOB, llB, 23Na, 40Ca (97%);

elerp.~nt~

isotopic(tlly enriched):

3) difficult, but very interest~ng (from the physical point of vi.ew): 3He, 4He (cryo
genic targets or solid targets inside the beam pipe).
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4.5

Low mass drift chambers (LMDC)

·High accuracy drift chambers (HADCs) have been successfully operated reaching a
spatial resolution of less then 50 pm [49]. Fig. 20 shows a cross section of a HADC.
A uniform drift field is obtained by sandwiching sense and field wires between two
cathode planes made by equidistant wires at increasing potentials. This field is bound by
low mass ground planes on both sides. We will call this structure the standard HADC. Re
liably stable operation of these chambers has been demonstrated with argon-isobuthane
(75%-25%) as gas mixture, working in the saturated drift velocity mode. Very large
HADC (4 x 2 m 2 ) have been operated for years in the Omega detector at CERN. The
different voltages at which cathode wires have to be set can be supplied by orderly con
necting wires to a fan out. For operation in magnetic field the drift field lines must be
tilted in order to compensate for the Lorentz angle of the drifting electrons.
The z-coordinate ~s given by current division along the anode wires, accuracies of
the order of 1% of the wire leng~h are usually obtained with the best achieved value of '"
0.4%; in addition this method has the advantage of measuring the drift time twice, thus
improving the localization accuracy. The solution of the left-right ambiguity is obtained
replacing the anode wire by a pair of wires with a 200 pm separation. This gives an
unambiguous signal determining the side where the track crosses the cell with a small
efficiency loss (less then 1%) in the region between two anode wires. The drift cell length
will be of about 2.5 cm. Typical design parameters are given in Tab. 3.
Fig. 21 shows schematically the arrangement of the two L~IDC layers (I and II)
around the interaction region.
To reduce multiple scattering due to the wires, the cathode planes in an optional
and advanced LMDC structure [50], (cross section shown in Fig. 22), would consist of
thin plastic foils ('" 10 + 15Jlm) with cathode strips ($ 1 pm thick, 1 mm apart) printed
on. In addition we would use a low mass gas mixture as will be discussed in the following.
Our baseline option is the widely used HADC. In addition we will continue R&D
for the LMDC, concerning the chamber gas and materials which have to be optimized. In
the HADC low energy particles crossing the cathode wires are affected by a large multiple
scattering angle, for this class of tracks the momentum resolution is bad. For the four
planes of cathodes in HADCs I and II, about 20% 'of the tracks are affected. It is clear the
advantage of using the cathode foils in LMDC. For both chambers we expect to obtain a
localization accuracy of 100 pm for tracks normal to the chamber surface. This resolution
will worsen linearly with the angle of incidence reaching 150 pm for 45° .
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The requirements of gas mixtures for both HADC and LMDC are the following:
they should have a large radiation length to minimize multiple scattering, should provide
a large number of primary ion pairs (N p ), and have a low diffusion coefficient; furthermore
a small Lorentz angle is requested to avoid distortions due to the E x jj effects. The drift
velocity should ideally be saturated. If not it can be anyway compensated for by a
uniform drift electric field and on-line calibrations of the space-drift time relationships.
In addition, the operation characteristics of the chambers with the chosen gas mixtures
should be stable with respect to contamination of helium from the helium tank. It is also
desirable that the gas mixture is well quenched, transparent to background "Y radiation.
A (70%-30%) gas mixture of helium-dimethyl ether (He-DME) satisfies almost all
the above requirements. The radiation length of this mixture is 674 m,
6 times more
than argon-based mixtures. Np for this mixture is 21, sufficient to obtain the resolutions
we estimat;...Finally this mixture has shown excellent gas amplification properties, and
spatial resolutions of 100 pm have been reported [51]. One limitation of DME is that
it attacks certain materials used for construction of drift chambers. This limitation can
I'V

I'V
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Figure 22: Cross section of LMDC.
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Table 3: Typical design parameters of HADC/LMDC.
sense wire diameter
20 pm
50 mm
sense wire pitch
50 pm
field wire diameter
50
mm
field wire pitch
cathode wire diameter
50 pm
1 mm
cathode wire pitch
material of the ground planes
Upilex + 0.3 pm of Gold
thickness of the ground planes
10 pm
He-C0 2-DME(70%-25%-5%)
gas mixture
Upilex + 0.3 pm of Gold
cathode foil material for LMDC
0.5 mm
width of cathode strips
1 mm
pitch of cathode strips
accuracy for perpendicular tracks 100 pm
total thickness of gas mixture in 4 x 10-5 Xo
two HADC /LMDC layers
4.5 X 10-3 Xo
total thickness of 4 wire planes
(stainless steel)
total thickness of 4 wire planes
total thickness of 4 plastic foils
be overcome by using properly chosen materials [52]; Upilex 1 can be used for the cathode
plane for our purposes.
The other limitation of DME is the flammability limit in air, which is 3.4%. We have
tackled this problem by adding carbon dioxide to this mixture. We have computed the
transport parameters namely drift velocity and diffusion coefficient of a mixture of He
CO 2-DME (70%-25%-5%) and compared with those of He-DME (70%-30%) and He-C0 2
(70%-30%) [53]. Fig. 23 illustrates this comparison.
The drift velocity of this mixture is not saturated at the fields of operation of the
chambers. The Lorentz angle of DME is small, about 20 +3 0 at 1.5 T for fields of 1+2
kV/cm, compared to 80 +10 0 of He-DM~ (70%-30%), and to 320 of Ar-Methane (90%
10%) at similar fields [53].
It is apparent that the proposed mixture retains both the desira.ble properties of
DME .and non-flammability of CO2 • This will be experimentally investigated with the
first prototype.

lUltra high heat resistant polymide film; Ube Industries Ltd.; Tokyo, Japan.

Figure 23: Comparison of the drift velocities and longitudinal diffusion coefficient O'l for
mixture of He-C0 2 (70%-30%), He-DME(70%-30%) and He-C0 2-DME(70%-25%-5%).
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Table 4: Specifications and materials tentatively used for ST.
stainless steel
material of the sense wire
30 pm
sense wire diameter
15 mm
diameter of the straws
100 pm of aluminized Upilex
material of the straws

4.6

The outer straw tube (ST) array

The basic cell design is a tube or straw of metallized plastic as cathode, with diameter
of about 1.5 cm, with an anode wire stretched along its length. Arrays of straw tubes
have been constructed and operated reliably as tracking devices with different materials
and gases, yielding spatial resolutions of < 50 pm in several experiments [54], [55], [56].
Zhou et al. [54] have reported a spatial resolution of 35 pm, 45 pm has been obtained in
[55], and 49 pm in [56]. Hence it is resonable to assume an accuracy of 50 pm.
The advantages of having such a system are good modularity and complete electrical
and mechanical independence. Problems of photon feedback and neighboring channel
cross talk are drastically reduced. Furthermore construction is easy and costs are low.
These considerations have been thoroughly studied and examined in [57].
The tubes will be arranged in three superlayers A, B and C (moving out from the
interaction vertex). Each superlayer will contain two layers of straw tubes staggered by
a distance corresponding to the tube radius in order to have full efficiency with respect
to the incidence angle of the tracks. The anode wires of the superlayer A will be par
allel to the z axis, while the two other will be tilted by angles of ± 150 respectively to
unambiguously define the coordinates of a hitting track. We are investigating the best me
chanical arrangement which will optimize angular acceptance, efficiency and mechanical
construction.
Tab. 4 gives some specifications and the materials tentatively to be used in this
tracker. The best gas to be employed seems to be pure DME [54] since we do not have
constraints of mass at the last layer.

4.7

The outer scintillator array (TOFONE)

The main functions of this detector are the detection of charged particles having a
radius of curvature (p/B) larger than a fixed value for first level trigger purposes and the
detection of fast (~ 400 MeV / c) neutrons from non-mesonic decay. Indeed at a field value
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Table 5: TOFONE features.
internal radius
number of slabs
slab width
slab thickness
slab length

TOFONE features
109 cm

SO
Scm
10 cm
200 cm

of 1.3 T particles with momenta lower then 230 MeV / c will spiralize inside the apparatus
and will not hit TOFONE. Then, out of the spectrum show in Fig. 10 only the high
momentum portion, which contains the peaks due to hypernucleus formation, is detected.
The background generated by the low momentum portion of the spectrum is cut by the
trigger request.
The TOFO NE will be a cylindrical array of scintillator slabs aligned along z. The
dimensions foreseen are given in Table 5.
We will probably use NE110 or NE102A scintillator. Each slab is viewed at both
ends by two PMs through suitably shaped light guides whose geometry is chosen as to
optimize light collection.
The TOFONE will cover ~ 60% of the solid angle. IT no particular problem will arise
from the mechanical point of view, we plan to cover also the inner part of the solenoid end
caps by scintillators having a similar segmentation, in order to increase the solid angle for
detecting the neutrons up to ~ 90%. A final decision will be taken following the executive
mechanical plan.
We expect, on the basis of previous experience and looking at the performances of
similar systems, a total time of flight resolution of less than 1 ns FWHM, while with a
suitable treatment of the signals from the two PMs looking at the same scintillator slab,
the z coordinate of the detected particle can be determined within 5 cm FWHM. The
resolutions on the other coordinates are given by the slab dimensions.
The large thickness of the TOFONE is explained by the necessity of detecting neu
trons from non-mesonic decays. It is well known that, when the neutron energy increases,
the detection efficiency decreases and consequently there would be a strong motivation
to make the scintillator thicker. On the other part with an increased thickness it is more
difficult to achieve a uniform light collection and the resolution worsens. We foresee to
achieve a neutron detection efficiency of ~ 13+15%, based on previous experience on
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Figure 24: An example of the behaviour of the detection efficiency for a neutron scintil
lator's bar (from Ref. [58]).
similar systems [58]. Fig. 24 shows the variation of the measured neutron detection effi
ciency

Cn

as a function of the neutron energy for a bar of NE 110, 10 x 10 x 100 cm3 ,

i.e. quite similar (a part the length, that in our case is twice) to that we envisage to
use, for an equivalent proton energy threshold setting of 2.5 MeV. For neutron energies
13%. The resolution on the energy of the neutron, determined
around 88 MeV Cn is
r-J

both by the scintillator's thickness and the intrinsic time resolution, is rather coarse:
25% for the 88 MeV neutrons from non-mesonic decay. However, it may still indicate,
together with the angular correlation, if there will be strong variations from the simple
two-body non-mesonic decay mode, as for instance, advocated by other approaches to the
phenomenon.

4.8

The Superconducting Magnet

The ~xt~nsive simulation work carried on up to now, demonstrated that a solenoid,
with 2 m diameter and 2 m length and BMAX up to 1.5 T, with a uniformity of the order
or better than 1% in the tracking volume, satisfies our physics requirements. Further
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requirements are stray field outside of the magnetic yoke less than few hundreds of Gauss,
alignment between the magnetic and the beam axis better than ± 1 mm: at least one of
the iron end-cups removable in two sections for access to the detector pieces.
To achieve a BMAX of 1.5 T in th~ described volume, with a conventional warm
magnet, it is necessary to have an electrical power of 3 MW, quantity clearly unman
ageable, due· the present cost of electricity. For this reason, a superconducting solenoid
has been considered and a possible solution will be discussed.
A drawing of the superconducting solenoid is shown in Fig. 25. The coils are made
of two layers of super conducting cable, type Rutherford LuCu/NbTi, stabilized with pure
(99.996%) AI, and fed with a current of 4100 A. To improve the field homogeneity, the
current density in the coils is greater at the borders (55.5 MA/m 2 ) than at the center (41.5
MA/m 2 ): this can be obtained using at the border a cable with smaller cross section. To
this purpose the coils have been divided in a central zone, 1400mm long, and two lateral
zones, 500 mm long each, in which the current density is 1.34 times greater.
In this way a field uniformity near to 1% has been obtained in the tracking volume:
changing the respective length of the central and lateral zones, it would be possible to
improve further this value. The coils, insulated with a glass ribbon, will be soaked (un
der vacuum) with a two component epossydic resin polymerized under pressure. This
ensures a good insulation, excellent electrical characteristics and excellent mechanical
performances at low temperature.
I"J

I"J

A 20 mm thick, Al alloy, cylinder will be mounted immediately outside the coil, hav
ing a twofold function: mechanical support against the outward directed electromagnetic
pressure and support for the tubes used to cool the coils, properly configurated to assure
a circulation for natural convection during the 4.2 K operation.
The yoke which closes the field lines will have an octagonal cross section, with two
end-caps: one, or both, of these will be divided into two sections and movable on rails. The
height will be 4200 mm and the length 4100 mm. The walls will be made of superimposed
iron layers type ARMCO, each 60+80 mm thick, for a total thickness of 400 mm, while
the end-cups will be 500 mm thick. These dimensions of the return yoke ensure a stray
field outside the solenoid of less than a few hundreds of Gauss.
Both the coils and the shields will be cooled using a helium liquefier automatically
driven. The global system will work under VME multi-tasking, able to monitor-all the
more significant parameters, to drive in a complete automatic way all the operations, to
allow control from the experiment (i.e. to fix the value of the magnetic field).
The magnetic field stability will be continuously monitored by NMR. More details
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Table 6: Main characteristics of the solenoid..

Rprot

1.5 T
3.6 Masp
4100 A
14 MJ
1.62 H
1.8 T
0.244 n

Tdischarge

6.6 s

BO,MAX

NI
Nominal current
Stored energy
Autoinductance
BMAx on the conductor

Temperature margin
Height
Length
Weights:

Electrical consumption
Hydraulic consumption
Estimated thermical losses

3 K
4200 mm
4100 mm
Ferromagnetic yoke: 260 Ton
~Iagnet and cryostat : 8 Ton
Coid Box liquefier : 1.5 Ton
He liquefier : 92 KW
Power supply : 10 KW
He liquefier : 4 m 3 Jh of water at 3 bar
Power supply : 1 m 3 Jh of water
,. . . 8 W at 4.2 K
,. . . 100 W at 60 K
I

on the solenoid can be found in the Appendix 4.
Table 6 summarizes the main characteristics of the described magnet.

4.9

First level trigger

At the top luminosity £, = 1033 cm- 2 8- 1 , the expected total rate for 4> production
is about 4.4 KHz, but we cannot use the RF signals for fast triggers due to the short
interbunch time (2.6 ns). The production rate of 4> is about 5.7 x 10-5 per bunch.
The goal of the trigger is to select (K+ K-) from Bhabha scattering events, other 4>
decays and cosmic rays:
In the angular region covered by TOFINO (see Fig. 13) the Bhabha scattering cross
section is some orders of magnitude lower than in the forward and backward directions.
Rates of (K+, K-) and (e+, e-) will then be of the same order of magnitude (few I(Hz).
Rates due to other 4> decays are considerably smaller.
For these reasons the simple request of multiplicity two in TOFINO is not enough;
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Figure 26: ·A simplified scheme of the first level trigger.
we can use the information of the energy loss in 1.5 mm of scintillator (see Fig 18), in
order to discriminate kaons from pions, electrons and cosmic rays, with high threshQld
discriminators.
TOFINO can also be used to identify "back-to-back" tOPQlogies in the interaction
region by simply requiring a coincidence between "axially symmetric" slabs. As described
in Sect. 4.2 each scintillator will be viewed by one PM and consequently the arrival times
of the signC;tls coming from the PM depend on the crossing point of the particle. This can
be accounted for by means of a Mean,..Timer (MT) like operation between the two signals
coming from axially symmetric scintillators. The resulting timing signal will not depend
on the emission angle for any given interaction point.
The OR of the six MT signals can be used not only to trigger, but also for providing
the best START signal for Time-Of-Flight system (TOF) and drift chambers.
".
The time spread of this START signal will be about 650 ps due to the extension of the
interaction region (7 cm FWHM-+ 550 ps) in the z coordinate and to the electronic jitter
(150 ps). Then the time of flight can be corrected in the off-line analysis by determining
the (e+, e-) interaction point by means of information from IS1M.
We can use in the trigger TOFONE for two purposes: Illultiplicity and prompt
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coincidence. Each TOFONE slab, at trigger level, is identified by the MT performed on
the signals coming from both sides of the slab.
The hypernuclear events are signalled by requiring at least one fired slab of TOFONE
within a narrow timing gate (due to 7r- coming from stopped K- interaction).
In summary the first level trigger (Fig. 26) is based on TOFINO and TOFONE and
it performs:
• on TOFINO
- energy loss selection by high threshold discriminators;
- "back-to-back" topology (multiplicity

~

2);

• on TOFONE
- multiplicity

~

1;

- prompt coincidence.
These possibilities can be combined using a Programmable Logic Unit in order
to trigger either on good events or on prescaled Bhabha events that can be useful for
calibration purposes.
The trigger works in ,...., 150 + 200 ns « 1/(rate,p + rateBhabha) = 1/(10 KHz) =
100j.ts. At that time we can give gates and strobes to readout electronics to digitize the
information (requested time,...., 10 j.ts). During the digitization we could perform a second
level trigger, using 181M and TOF information. If we use a Programmable Logic Device,
that second level decision takes a few j.tS.
If a negative decision is taken we can stop the conversion process with a fast clear
(2 j.ts dead time). Otherwise, before reading out and writing on tape the full event,
it's possible to process via software in a few ms some basic information, like ADCs of
TOFINO, after reading them out via VME bus. The ADCs can give a better information
on the energy loss on the slabs. Finally, if every step is successful we can read the full
event out and write it on tape.

4.10

Data acquisition (DAQ) architecture

From the DAQ point of view, the experimental setup consists of several sub-detectors,
· g almost independently.

of them runnln

f~h
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The apparatus can logically be divided in the following parts (from the center to
the external side):
1. the ISIM and OSIM arrays
~ 16000 channels;

2. The LMDCs and ST array
~

10000 channels;

3. the TOFINO and TOFONE arrq,ys
~

600 channels.

The trigger can be considered as a particular sub-detector, since the associated
electronics concerns essentially the setup procedure. It does not contribute significantly
to the event size.
The FINUDA on-line architecture is devised to enable a centralized DAQ as well as
independent data taking for each sub-detector.
The modularity and complexity of the apparatus are taken into account in the DAQ
system by a distributed architecture, with a high level of parallelism, adopted in order to
cope with the big amount of raw data.
The system requires amplitude and/or time measurements in the channels. It also
requires fast logic signals from the scintillators.
The general DAQ scheme is shown in Fig. 27 and Fig. 28. In order to allow fast data
acquisition and reductions, microprocessors will be used on the various sub-detectors.
All the signals coming from the front-end electronics (FEE) of each sub-detector
will be read in a parallel mode by one or more VME CPUs in order to reduce the overall
dead time. Trigger interrupts are seen directly by the microprocessors.
For each sub detector, one (or more) dedicated VME CPUs, called Local Event
Builder (LEB), assemble(s) all the information in a sub-event and perform(s) the local
monitoring.
The LEB tasks are essentially:
a) sub-event acquisition for each sub-detector;.

h

b) monitoring and calibration of the sub-detector, setup and reset f
electronics;
0 t
c) status display of the sub-d

etector com

ponents',

.
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d) test and control of the sub-detector.
The LEB computer configuration of each VME crate will be:
a) one MOTOROLA 68040 type CPU for acquisition purposes;
b) One MOTOROLA 68040 type CPU for monitoring purposes;
c) mass storage disks that can be located directly on the VME crate or linked via
ETHERNET (NFS,Network File System) to the master CPU;
d) ETHERNET link.
At this level the data from each sub-detector, to be assembled in the full event are
sent to one or more dedicated CPUs called the Global Event Builder (GEB),
The global event is then written on an appropriate mass storage directly from the
GEB through a dedicated bus.
The GEB tasks are essentially:
a) building of the global event;
b) transfer of the on-line data to the mass storage;
c) test and calibration of the apparatus;
d) partial and optional DAQ monitoring, sampling and fast analysis of complete
events;
e) optional total detector reconstruction on sample basis, status display of the
global event.
The GEB computer configuration, one

V~IE

crate, will be:

a) one memory board related to each sub-detector;
b) one MOTOROLA 68040 type CPU devoted to build up the global event;
c) one MOTOROLA 68040 type CPU devoted to data recording;
d) one or more MOTOROLA 68040 type CPUs for monitoring tasks;
e) mass storage disks, that can be located directly on the VME crate or linked
via ETHERNET (NFS) to the master CPU;
f) ETHERNET link.
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The global control of the experiment will be performed by several workstations
connected to the microprocessors via ETHERNET and dedicated buses. One workstation
dedicated to each sub-detector and one more for the global control are foreseen. All
these workstations will be interchangeable and each subdetector will be able to work
independently.
The data written on mass storage will be sampled for on-line monitoring in the
VME crates. A partial monitoring could be done directly on the VME microprocessors
and the results of the analysis will be sent to the associated workstation where it will be
displayed.· The· overall DAQ monitoring and the total detector reconstruction on sample
basis will be performed and displayed on the workstations.
This structure will allow to use the off-line reconstruction software also at the on-line
stage and guarantee an easier maintenance of the programs.
The workstation tasks are essentially:
a) interaction with operators for the global control of the experiment, statistics
and acquisition tests;
b) overall data acquisition monitoring and total event reconstruction;
c) display of the monitor results;
d) event display;
e) storage of all the parameters related to the various configurations of the exper
iment.
The main characteristics of the data flow are:

a) ISIM and OSIM
Zero suppression performed by front-end electronics or readout CPU s
Sub-event buffer length:

~

400 words (800 bytes);

b) LMDCs and ST
Zero suppression performed by front-end electronics or readout CPU s
Sub-event buffer length: ~ 150 words (300 bytes);

c) TOFINO, TOFONE and trigger
Zero suppression performed by front-end electronics
Sub-event buffer length: ~ 100 words (200 bytes).
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Figure 27: General data acquisition scheme.
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The global buffer length should then be of the order of 1.5 Kbytes.
An estimate of the global event acquisition rate can be obtained taking into account
the different steps in the data acquisition: trigger, conversions, interrupts, readout and
zero suppression, event building and data storage.
Taking into account the high degree of parallelism of the acquisition, the standard
hardware now available ensures at least an acquisition rate of R:: 100 events/so
This limit is mainly due to the readout and zero suppression of ISIM and OSIM and
to transfer rate of the standard storage media. This rate could be enhanced by a suitable
event packing.
Another limitation is the storage capacity (at present R:: 200 Mbytes). Nevertheless
the evolution of the technology should make available cartridges with much better per
formances. In these conditions the data recording will no more represent a limit in the
acquisition rate.

4.11

Gas distribution and control system

The gas distribution and control system has been designed for the use of different
gases and/or mixtures in the drift chambers, straw tubes and in the Helium tank.
The layout of the system consists of the following main sections:
a) distribution section;
b) control and blending section;
c) detectors section;
d) analysis and on line monitoring section.
Each of them has specific functions and interacts with the other sections as described in
the following.
a) Distribution section
In the flow lines of the gases, between the distribution rack and the control and
blending system, there is a set of valves which accomplish different purposes :
- cut-off valves: they are preset by Safety Service to automatically stop the gas
flows in presence of anomalous concentrations, revealed by gas leakage probes.
- check valves: they avoid fortuitous gas blending in the distribution piping due
to erroneous pressure unbalance;
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- safety. valves: they are preset to safety limits according to our working condi
tions. On overpressure they release the excess gas towards the exhaust;
- purge valves: they allow purging vent lines and the whole system with an inert
gas (Ar).
The piping from distribution rack to experimental racks will be made of stainless
steel and polyurethane. To prevent the contamination of He (used as tank gas) with the
other gases we plan two distinct vent lines.
b) Control and blending system
Concerning the control and blending system, the main components are the thermal
mass flowmeters (Brooks model 5850) which measure and control each flow of gas accord
ing to the preselected values. These values may be set separately for each gas on the
control and readout equipment, either independently or in servo-mode.
In the latter mode the requested flowrate of the main component of the blend (master
gas) is set on the controller dial while the flowrate of the other component (slave gas) is
set as a percentage of the master flow.
In this way, by regulating this last one, the flow rate of the slave gas will be driven
consequently, with no change in the preselected composition of the blend.
On failures or electric power breakdowns a bypass emergency line may be activated
in order to preserve the gas flow through the detectors. The elements of this line are, in
sequence, a manually operated valve, a manometer and a flowmeter with its needle valve.
The flowmeters must be adjusted to the same value set on the Brooks valves.
The reset of the power supply does not imply the automatic reset of Brooks valves,
since a manual restore may be planned after blackout: in this way one avoids pressure
shocks due to the sudden opening of the valves, expecially dangerous for the very thin
windows of the chambers.
c) Detectors
Two control operations are required :
- monitoring of all absolute pressures
- monitoring of all differential pressures
The ~i~erential pressure regulation is achieved both by adjustments of gas flowrates
entering the chambers and proper modification of the oil level in the bubbling device,
which are located between the chamber outlets and the vent lines. Other bubbling devices
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are inserted before the chambers inlets as additional safety device against pressure raising
over preset values.
d) Analysis and on-line monitoring
It consists of the lines and devices necessary to monitor that the mixture percentages
of flowing gases remain constant.
It is possible to test each line of the distribution system and the outlets of each
chamber in order to locate easily sources of incidental contaminations or leakages. The
test will be performed by a mass spectrometer.
Besides local readout, the system is linked with the DAQ in order to allow remote
on-line monitoring of the whole set of parameters.
In Fig. 29 an overall scheme of the gas distribution and control system is given.

4.12

Mechanical installation

The area in which the apparatus has to be installed (Fig. 30) is a rectangular hole
10.00 x 11.00 m 2 • The depth of the hole is 2.50 m and the beam line elevation from the
floor is 1.20 m.
The magnet can be moved laterally sliding on rails after having disconnected the
sections of the beam pipe which are contained inside the apparatus. It is likely that the
low-beta quadrupoles connected with the beam line close to the target region will be
enclosed in the magnet. However, they will not limit the acceptance of the detector, since
they are outside the useful tracking volume.
We foresee that at least one of the two end-cups could be divided into two parts
and they can slide too on rails in order to allow the extraction of the inner removable
detectors (see Fig. 31).
The ST array and TOFONE will be solidal to the magnet. The light guides of
TOFONE will be brought out from the magnetic volume through holes drilled in the
end-caps of the yoke. The PMs will consequently sit out from the yoke (see Fig. 32).
The LMDCs, OS1M, 181M and TOF1NO could be removed as a whole or individually
taking also into account that we must have a rather quick way to substitute the nuclear
target.
All the tracking detectors must be positioned relative to the magnet with a mechan~
ical accuracy of 100 j.Lm. The final alignment of the detectors before every data taking
run will be obtained by means of laser based optical systems and finally checked with the
Bhabha events.

-
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On the contrary the reproducibility in positioning the whole magnet relative to the
beam pipe can be acceptable within 1 mm.
We may envisage a system of monorails allowing the transport of the removable parts
of the detector in the counting room/laboratory likely located in the present ADONE
control room.

4.13

Calibrations

In order to exploit at best the timing resolution properties of each element of the
scintillator array, it is mandatory to have a precise and flexible calibration system allowing
to equalize the timing of the different scintillators within 200 ps or better.
To this purpose we will use a calibration system based on a N2/Dye laser combination
(LN203CN 2 + LD2S lasers of the PRA firm: the pulse width is '" 300+600 ps, the spectral
band width is 1+3 nm, the energy stability is

± 3% with a repetition rate variable between

10 and 50 Hz), whose pulses are transmitted through optical fibers (HCS-HCN) to each
scintillator slab.
In particular all the fibers will see the output of the laser beam and will be directly
embebbed in the scintillator through a small hole.
Then the laser based system allows a simple calibration procedure: the same laser
pulse, suitably splitted following the described optical fibers array, activates all the scin
tillators of the detector at the same time and a good primary timing of the trigger can
be given. A similar system is successfully operating in the OBELIX spectrometer [59].
Routine calibration in conditions·similar to experimental measurements can be performed
with the Bhabha scattering events.
The coordinates of a particle traversing the drift chamber in the plane perpendicular
to the sense wires are determined by drift time measurements and knowledge of the
geometrical wire positions, the drift velocity and the Lorentz angle, while the z coordinate
along the sense wires is determined using resistive charge division. We plan to use a laser
system also for these purposes.
UV lasers, in fact, have proven to be a simple, powerful and versatile tool for cal
ibrating and surveying drift chambers [60], [61], [62] and for precision measurements of
electron transport parameters in gases, but the photon energy of these lasers is only 3+4
eV, not sufficient to ionize usual drift chamber gases which have ionization thresholds
from 9 to 16 eV also via two-photon processes.
Then for ionization it is mandatory to use doped substances which have a suitable
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Figure 31: Side view of the solenoid and detector. Only one end-cup and low-beta Q-pole
is shown for simplicity.
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Figure 32: Cross section view of the solenoid with the TOFONE's phototubes.
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photon absorbtion energy or UV lasers with higher energy density. Another laser calibra
tion system is based on Nd-Yag lasers at a wavelength of 266 nm (4.68 eV) with moderate
energy density. After the choice of the gases of drift chambers we will test the best system
among N2 or Nd-Yag lasers: it could be important to avoid the use of doped substances
that are toxic and chemically active.
Of course the laser beam will be directed onto sui table mirrors and finally reflected
into the chambers.

4.14

Off-line software

The aim of the off-line software is to accomplish three main tasks:
1) Monte Carlo simulation of the apparatus;
2) event reconstruction and analysis program;
3) detector calibration.
The computer code is written in Fortran 77 language and maintained using the
PATCHY code management system [63].
The purpose of the MC simulation is twofold. On one hand, in the design stage, it
has been used to compute, as realistically as possible, geometrical and trigger efficiencies,
experimental resolutions and background rejections. On the other hand it will be used,
in a second stage, to generate a simulated Raw Data Tape (RDT), formally identical to
a real one, in order to make a full test of the reconstruction and analysis procedures and
compute reconstruction efficiencies.
The MC simulation of the apparatus has been performed in the framework provided
by the CERN GEANT3 software [64]. All the different physical volumes of the detector
have been modelled with high level of detail, and some different options have been tested
for the internal region (silicon microstrip or microstrip gas chamber) and for the tracking
system (low mass chambers or TPC).
Particles produced in the interactions are tracked through the various volumes of
the apparatus and energy loss, multiple scattering and decays are taken into account
by GEANT physical processes. Hadronic interactions are not accounted for and the
hypernucleus formation and decay are properly inserted as user tasks.
The kinematics part of the program is based on the GEANFI code, developed by
the KLOE collaboration [65]. The event generator routine handles l/J decay into (K- K+),
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(KgKl), (11"-11"+7l'0) and the decay of neutral and charged kaons. Concerning the formation
and the decay of the hypernuc1ei, we have written a dedicated routine. For every K
stopped in the target, we force the 11"- following (16).
In the same routine the different decay modes of the hypernuc1ei, in particular the
non mesonic channels, are implemented. Fig. 33 shows the front display of the event with
proton stimulated decay and Fig. 34 with a neutron stimulated decay.
From the geometrical point of view, the apparatus architecture has been logically
divided in the three main parts described in Sec. 4.1. A single PATCHY control card
allows to substitute the IS1M with a gas microstrip chamber (GMSC) and/or the complex
of tracking devices (OSIM + LMDCs + ST) with a TPC. Hits of the tracks in the different
det~ctors are recorded and smeared with the proper resolution functions.

•

FRONT view

y

10em
I---j

Figure 33: Simulated event with proton stimulated decay.
Track fitting procedures are applied to the points measured by the tracking detec
tors, momenta of the tracks are computed and momentum· resolutions are estimated as
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a function of the assumed spatial resolutions (see Fig. 16, 17). First raw procedures for
vertex reconstruction and momentum correction for energy lost in the target material
have been also applied and tested [see Fig. 15].
Improvements of the MC simulation program are foreseen. In particular:
- geometrical description of the detectors and of the mechanical parts relevant
for the particle tracking will be specialized on the final design of the apparatus;
- accurate simulation of the response and of the efficiency of the different de
tectors has to be inserted in order to reproduce the assumed or measured
characteristics;
- a complete ROT, identical in structure to the real one will be produced by the
MC program. The information on event kinematics will be added in proper
locations/banks to the simulated ROT. The event then could be reconstructed
using the same software as for real data.
At present the computer time needed for generate one event and reconstruct vertex
and momenta of the track is, on average, less than,...., 1 s on a 4000/90 VAXstation.
The reconstruction and analysis program will be composed of several parts:
- reading of the ROT structure and decoding of the contents;
- correction of the raw data with the geometric and physical calibration appro
priate to the analyzed run;
- pattern recognition of the event and tracking of the tracks within the apparatus.
The low level of the background and the high rejection power of the trigger
allows to wait for clean events. A high efficiency of the pattern recognition in
spite of the limited number of hits available, is then expected;
- track fitting, for which standard procedures are already available. The high
uniformity of the magnetic field provided by the solenoid and the possibility to
perform easily calibrations using Bhabha scattering will allow to obtain good
results in a first approximation with simple helix fitting;
- hypernucleus formation vertex reconstruction and negative pion momentum
correction for the energy lost in the target. The back tracking needed for
vertex reconstruction with calculation of energy lost and possible transport of
the error matrix could be easily accomplished by the use of GEANE package
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Figure 34: Simulated event with neutron stimulated decay.
[66] which is integrated with the GEANT system. In this way the work already
done for the detector simulation can be fully exploited in the reconstruction
phase;
- identification of the hypernucleus decay.
All the data resulting from decoding and reconstruction phases will be stored in a
ZEBRA structure [67], so to be easily retrieved in the analysis part of the program.
The full reconstruction program or a relevant part of it will be activated on a sample
of events during the data taking. This will be helpful as a physical monitor of the data
taking itself. An event display procedure will be included in the reconstruction process
and will be available both in on-line and in off-line analysis.
Some.. r~~uced parts of the reconstruction procedures, or proper parameterization of
them could also be utilized during data taking as second level trigger to select with higher
efficiency the desired event configurations.
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All the calibration constants will be stored in one file, the calibration database. This
file could be a directory structured RZFILE based on ZEBRA direct access software. The
procedures for update and maintenance of the calibration database could be directly
written or an existing database system could be employed. In the reconstruction many
sets of constants will be needed. For each run period one type of constants will be kept
in one directory. The different sets of constants will be identified univocally by the range
of runs for which they are valid.
Coherence among the data under reconstruction/analysis and the calibration con
stants adopted will be automatically insured and possible clashes avoided.

5

Expected counting rates and data-taking strategy

We will discuss here only the expected counting 'rates and data taking strategy
relative to the A-hypernuclei studies. The same problems related to other measurements
(Secs. 2.7, 2.8) would be defined at a later stage. We must first of all underline that the
physics program, that is a nuclear physics one, is rather broad and must consider:
1. nuclear targets with different A, spanning the Periodic Table;
2. spectra taken with a broad momentum band (from "-I 100 to 270 MeV/c) but
moderate resolution ("-I 2 MeV), using a reduced field intensity ("-I 0.5 T);
3. spectra taken in a narrow momentum band (220+270 MeV/c) but with the
best resolution that we could attain ("-I 500 KeV).
In the following we will always assume a luminosity £, = 1032 cm- 2 S-I, the initial one
foreseen at DA<P NE, and we will calculate the counting rates in this hypothesis. Counting
rates at higher luminosity may obviously be scaled up. Furthermore, we will normalize
our counting rates to an hypernuclear final state produced at a rate of 10-3 / stopped K-,
a typical value. It is worthwhile to remind that several hypernuclear final states will be
produced at the same time. Taking into account all the numbers previously quoted, a Me
simulation showed that we will produce "-I 100 hypernuclear states/hour per single state.
Typically in a week of measurement, "-I 1.7 X 104 events for state could be collected with
high resolution requirement. Obviously, taking into account a possible background of "-I
1/10 of the signal, states produced at a rate of "-I 10-5 /stopped K- could be identified.
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For the measurement of hypernuclear decays, the counting rate relative to the proton
stimulated decay will be about 8 ev /hour and about 1.5 ev /hour for the neutron stimulated
one. This last number will increase to 2 ev /hour if the end caps too will be covered by
scintillators. Again in 1 week of measurement, more than 250 neutron stimulated non
mesonic decays will be collected, allowing a measurement of the ratio Rn/R" (7) defined
in Sec. 2.3 with a statis~ical precision of less than 10%.
We may quote for comparison the counting rate at existing or approved machines:
f'V

- at BNL both (K-, 1r-) and (1r+, K+) reactions are utilized to produce and
study hypernuclei. The spectrometer so far used allowed an energy resolution
on the hypernuclear states of 2+3 MeV. An upgrade could reach
1 MeV
or less. Production rates of hypernuclear states are of the order of a few
(1+5)Jhour [69]. The spectrometer allows the installation of other counters
for detecting the products from the decay of hypernuclei. We have no more
details on future plans. We may remind that the only counter experiment,just
performed at BNL [15] which provided measurements for non-mesonic decays,
obtained a few tens of neutrons in coincidence in total, in several days of data
taking.
f'V

- At KEK the new toroidal spectrometer [43] will allow the production of hyper
nuclei with stopped K- at a rate of about 10 ev/hour (always normalized to a
production rate of 10-3 / stopped K) with an energy resolution of 700 KeV.
The structure of the spectrometer however, is such that the products from
hypernuclei decay are hardly detectable.
f'V

- At CEBAF an estimate [70] of the production of hypernuclei via the (e, e', K+)
reaction gives 5 ev /hour with a resolution initially of 1.2 MeV (SOS Spec
trometer, Hall C), finally of 200 KeV. Again, hyper nuclear decays are hardly
detectable.
The big difference in counting rates at DA«JNE, even at £ = 1032 cm- 2 S-1 is not
only due to the hypernuclei production rate, but also to the large solid angle of detection
and to the fact that the same detector is used both for the spectroscopy of 1r- from the
hypernucleus formation reaction and for the detection of the decay products. In other
apparata these tasks are performed by different detectors, subtending smaller solid angles.
For the above measurement, the maximum field intensity will be used. Then only
the final part of the typical spectrum shown by Fig. 10 will be detected. Pions with
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momentum lower than
200+ 220 MeV Ic will spiralize inside the detector, without
reaching the external scintillator barrel, and giving a reduced event rate.
For studies in which the full spectrum will be examined, with modest resolution
(2 MeV) at a lower field (0.5 T), the event rate could reach the limit of the acquisition
system (100 Hz). If we will decide to dedicate a long effort on this subject, following the
first exploratory runs, second level triggers may be eventually be activated.
Concerning finally the possible detection of".+, related to H-particle production, the
crucial point is the evaluation of the background of ".+ following K- capture in nuclei and
due to the decay of quasi-free E+ produced in the reaction and to pion charge exchange
reactions in nuclei, following the primary interaction of stopped K-. As previously done
we prefer to take into account the existing experimental information, instead of following
phenomenological or pseudo-theoretical estimates. By extrapolating down to 100 MeV Ic
the experimental".+ spectra reported by Hayano et ale for a 4He target [68], we may
estimate that the background contribution will be the same than a signal due to a ".+
production rate, via H decay, of 10-5 /stopped K-.
In conclusion, we estimate that if a calendar year will correspond to 150 days of
real data taking, in such a time, at £ = 1032 cm- 2 S-1 , the experimental program
outlined in Sec. 2.2+2.5 could be performed, allowing an unprecedented step forward in
hypernuclear physics. In a following year we could concentrate on specific items, namely
hypernuclear physics at lower production rate, profiting also of a foreseen increase in
i"'W

the luminosity. Other measurements, like K - N interaction (Sec. 2.8) and K-Nucleus
scattering (Sec. 2.7), requiring some modifications on the apparatus, could be started.

6

Construction schedule and cost

The goal of completing FINUDA by the end of 1995 is dictated by the circumstance
that by that time DA()NE will provide the first (e+, e-) circulating beams, and that a
full physics program would be performed with the initial luminosity £, = 1032 cm,-2 S -1.
Two items of those det"ailed in Sec. 4 are the most critical for the timing: the magnet
and the LMDCs. For the solenoid, informal contacts with firms allowed us to know that

the time needed for delivering the magnet is two years from the date of the order. Then,
in order to start the installation of the solenoid in the second part of 1995, it is necessary
to place the order (including the non negligible bureaucratic duties) in the first half of
1993. The second item (drift chambers) needs a strong R&D and prototyping work,
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already started. We plan. to finish this job by mid 1993, and then have two full years
for the construction and tests. We notice that we will benefit from the fact that one of
the Groups in our Collaboration (TRIUMF), has easy access to low energy test beams at
the TRIUMF meson factory. Together with the Trieste and Bari Groups, which are too
presently carrying out experiments at TRIUMF, they will organize and follow most of the
test on prototypes of detectors for the central/interaction region. Tests on LMDCs and
STs could be done at CERN and we will benefit of the help and advice of Prof. F. Sauli
and his group.
The cost estimate of the FINUDA Detector, in July 1992 in MLit, is reported in
Tab. 7. We quote a 5 month old evaluation since it corresponds to our request to INFN
Nuclear Physics Committee (Gruppo III).
Tab. 8 reports the time schedule.
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Table 7: Cost estimate of the FINUDA Detector, in July 1992 MLit
Superconducting Solenoid
ISIM and OSIM (electronics included)
TOFINO and TOFONE (electronics included)
LMDCs and STs (electronics included)
Trigger
DAQ
Gas Control System
l\1echanics
Targets
Miscellanea
Contingencies

4000
1500
1000
2300
300
700
300
700
100
400
300
MLit 11600

Total

Table 8: Time schedule for FINUDA Installation
Magnet

Drifts

Central Detector

TOF

DAQ

Year
Prototypes,
R&D
93

Design
and

Design
and

Design
Archi tecture

Order
Construction
Construction

94

Delivery
Delivery

Construction

95

Installation
96

Tests +
Installation

Installation

Installation

Installation
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Appendix 1

We list here references of previous works performed by some of us on specific exper
imental topics related to FINUDA and successfully used in experiments.
1)

7T /

K discrimination with thin scintillators:

- G.C. Bonazzola et aI., A Double Magnetic Spectrometer Jor the Study oj
Hypernuclei Production by K- in flight, Nud. Instr. Meth. 123 (1975)

269.
2) Drift Chambers in magnetic field:

- E. Chiavassa et al., Multiwire and Drift Chambers for the Omicron Spec
trometer, Nucl. Instr. Meth. 156 (1978) 187.

3) Neutron Detection by large scintillator arrays:
- M.T. Tran et al., Differential Cross SectionsJor Radiation Capture oJpions
oj Hydrogen in the Ll region, Nud. Phys. A324 (1979) 30I.

4) Use and Calibration of scintillators with good time resolution:
- G.C. Bonazzola et aI., Real Time Compensation oj the Path Spread in
Large time-oj-flight systems, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. 36 (1989) 806;

- G.C. Bonazzola et al., The Laser Calibration System oj the OBELI}( Spec
trometer, IEEE Trans. Nud. Sci. 38 (1991) 393.

5) DAQ:
- (OBELIX) F. Balestra et al., IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. 36 (1989), 713;
- (OBELIX) M. Agnello et al., IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. 37 (1990), 315;
- (OBELIX) F. D'Isep et al., IEEE Trans. Nud. Sci. 38 (1991) 311;
- (OBELIX) M. Agnello et al., IEEE Trar:s. Nud. Sci. 39 (1992).
6) Running of Large non-focusing Spectrometers:

- (IPER) G.C. Bonazzola et al., Production oj Ii C by K- in flight, Phys.
Lett. B53 (1974) 297;
(Omicron) T.Bressani et al., Investigation oj the doubly coherent produc
tion oj 7T- by 3 He ions of 910 Me V on the Li isotopes, Phys. Rev. e30
(1984) 1755;
(OBELIX) A. Adamo et al., Meson Spectroscopy with Antineutrons, Phys.
Lett. B287 (1992) 368.
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Appendix 2
An alternative readout system for SMD
In order to reduce the number of electronic channels, clusters of about 10 micro
strips can be processed as a whole. This operation, however, will select portions of wafer
capable of measuring the position of only one particle: two (or more) particles separated
in time by few tens of ns will degrade the position information of each others. Such
an occurrence will cause an inefficiency in data taking. As an example, we quote this
inefficiency to be about 10% for micro-strip pitch of 100 p.m clustered in numbers of ten.
The position of a detected particle will be determined by a time-of-flight method.
START will be delivered by TOFINO and stop will be collected at the two edges of each
micro-strip cluster. This technique offers some advantage over the more conventional
readout technique used in high energy physics [47], [48], [71]. In the following we will
emphasize the advantages and briefly discuss the TOF method.
Each micro-strip of a cluster will be connected to a fixed delay (10 ns). Both edges
of this chain will be preamp/amplified, and the preamp/amplifier will have a rise-time
of about 10 ns to meet the pulse response of a silicon micro-strip detector [46]. Such a
signal rise-time is requested to perform an optimum timing. Then, analog signals will
feed a discriminator (either channels of a standard leading edge module, or an on-board
shaper / discriminator chip) and output logic signals will stop a TDC (for instance, LeCroy
VME 1177 multihit TDC). For each event, two time measurements will be collected, TL
and TR (L = left, R = right). TL + TR will give the cluster length. Hence all spurious
events (mainly noise associated with the wafers) capable of triggering the electronic chain,
but being separated by more than a micro-strip transit time « 10 ns) will selectively be
rejected. T L - T R will identify the micro-strip position, whose pitch establishes the resolu
tion. The proposed electronic chain will not carry out (differential) energy informations:
the analog signal will be discriminated and shaped right after the preamp/amp stage.
However, they are not required by the FINUDA detector.
The TOF method will appreciably reduce the number of readout channels. We assess
that 3500+4000 readout channels will accompany the ISIM and OSIM arrays. The exact
number will be established after both thorough MC simulations and tests with pion beams
at TRIUMF. However, we estimate that we need about 3 VME crates of TDC'channels
(LeCroy 1177 multihit TDC model) to entirely instrument ISIM and OSIM. If we realize
that each electronic chain associated to a cluster must individually be discriminated, then
we require the same amount of discrimination channels as for TDCs. Finally, keeping
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within reasonable limits the on-board electronic elements solves the problem of cooling
the ISIM and OSIM: the power consumption of this setup can likely be cooled with an
air flow.

Appendix 3
Microstrip gas chamber option
As an option to the SMD we are considering the use of a cylindrical Gas Microstrip
Chamber (GMSC) [72] for use as tracker close to the nuclear target. The advantages of Gas
Microstrip Detector (GMD) are a smaller amount of material on the particle trajectory,
typically few hundred pm of light polymer foil (Kapton), a cylindrical shape with a radius
adjusted to the .needs and fully efficient over the whole surface; the disadvantage is a
coarser localization accuracy, around 50 pm in the radial direction and 500 pm along the
z-direction, for perpendicular tracks. However, both localization accuracy and detection
efficiency in GMSC degrade for incidence angles exceeding 150 +20 0 to the normal in the
plane perpendicular to the anodes, due to geometrical reasons: there is just not enough
ionization produced in the gas volume corresponding to each strip2. One can therefore
envisage the use of a GMSe only for the detection layer internal to the nuclear target.
GMS are very recent devices, still experimental; a very large development effort is
however on the way mostly motivated by the requirements of LHe and sse (large GMSe
arrays are integral parts of the three major technical proposals for the colliders). At
CERN an R&D project is on the way to develop the devices at the required scale (several
hundred meters of active area [73]).
Fig. 35 shows schematically the structure of the GMSC. Thin metal strips are laid
down on an insulating substrate and alternatively connected to potentials as anodes and
cathodes. Electrons released in the upper layer of gas, between the strips and the drift
electrode, are collected and amplified by avalanche multiplication. Proportional gains
between 103 and 104 can be obtained, allowing detection of minimum ionizing parti
cles; localization accuracies better than 50 pm have been obtained. While the standard
substrate used so far has been thin glass or silicon, GMSC of small size have been manu
factured and tested on thin (50 to 100 pm) polymer foils [74]; some more development is
on the way to realize devices with sizes up to 25 x 25 cm2 •
A conceptual design of a cylindrical thin-foil GMD with two-coordinate redout is
detection efficiency is not affected by the angle between the track and the anode strips, in the
plane containing both; in fact, due to the larger energy loss in the thicker layer of gas, it should improve.
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Figure 35: Structure of GMSC.
shown in Fig. 36. The main coordinate is obtained from the readout of the strips on the
active side, while the second coordinate is obtained from the readout of strips on the back
plane, etched with an angle to the main ones, and also at a 200 /lm pitch.
vVith analogue readout of the pulses on the cathodes, localization accuracies around
30 /lm have been measured for minimum ionizing particles [75]; it seems reasonable to
assume that 50 /lm can be obtained in the proposed GMD for the radial coordinate. With
an angle of 15° for the back plane strips, and taking into account some losses due to the
smaller signals, we estimate an accuracy of around 300 /lm rms for the longitudinal coor
dinate. With the proposed choice of geometry, 200 /lm pitch and 50 /lm thick substrate,
both the cathode and the back plane strips can be operated at ground potential, thus
avoiding the use of HV capacitors for the readout [75]. To provide structural strength to
the detector, the inner cylinder can be glued to a light expanded polyurethane (Rhoacell)
cylinder, few mm thick as shown in the figure.
As readout electronics, we foresee the use of large scale integrated chips developed
for readout of Silicon Microstrips; they have typically 128 amplifiers-sample and hold per
chip, with size compatible with the 200 /lm pitch of the strips.
Tab. 9 provides summary information on the inner GMD.

a
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Figure 36: Sketch of a cylindrical thin-foil GMD.

Table 9: Summary information on the inner GMD.
diameter
length
strips pitch (a~ode to anode)
substrate thickness
total radiation length
drift electrode
readout channels (cathodes)
readout channels (back plane strips)

10 cm
12 cm
200 pm

50 pm Kapton on 3 mm Rhoacell
10-3 Xo
50 pm Kapton
1600
1600
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Appendix 4
More technical details on the Superconducting Solenoid
The tubes used to cool the coils are configured in such a way to assure a natural
convection circulation during the operation at 4.2 K. During the magnet cooling dow~,
the liquefier compressor will maintain the necessary gas flux. The circulation for natural
convection is reliable and self controlled, since it increases naturally where the sections are
warmer, being there the cross section greater. The cylinder, moreover, being thermically
and magnetically coupled to the coils, causes, in case of quenching, the so called quench
back. This increases the magnet protection in case of transition to the normal state,
since it decreases the temperature gradients due to heat generation by Joule effect in the
conductor.
In the containing cylinder are housed also the pivots for the axial and radial rods
which hold the effective weight of the cooled mass and of the electromagnetic stresses
between the coils and the yoke. These rods can be made in Titanium alloy Ti 6 Al 4 V
ELI grade.
The coils will be enclosed inside a thermic shield cooled by supercritical helium at
60 K, 10 bar, with the surfaces faced to the walls of the vacuum chamber covered by
20+30 layers of aluminized mylar with high emissivity.
The vacuum chamber will be connected through a very short vacuum line to the
descending current cryostat. In the line will pass also the two conductors for the electric
power and 4 tubes (IN-OUT for helium at 4.5 K and 60 K). The descendent cryostat
houses the two descendants cooled by helium vapors coming from a helium reservoir at
4.3 K, 1.1 bar, and the connection to the quench line. The above helium reservoir can
ensure the magnet cooling for some time in case of failure of the 4.2 K supply. On the
cryostat of the descendant is also connected the pumping system for the thermic insulating
vacuum.
The helium liquefier, constitued by a cold box with helium tank and screw-type
compressor, will have a maximum flow of 40 llh and will be automatically driven. Alter
natively, it could be possible to use the helium liquefier system of the Frascati National
Laboratories.
The coils will be protected from the quen.ch effects by a fast discharge circuit on a
protection resistor connected in parallel. If a normal zone appears in one of the coil layers,
the quench detector opens the contact and the energy in the magnetic field is dissipated
on the resistor. Fixing at 1000 V (± 500 V) the maximum voltage at the magnet ends
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the discharge time will be 6.6 s. In this case the maximum temperature reached after the
quench is 65 K and this value is not a problem for the structural integrity of the coils.
f'V

In case of quenching, three different alarm levels will be provided: two software and
one hardware. The software alarms will act on the magnetic system power supply; the
hardware one will be more drastic, and will provide the complete magnet discharge, in
case of exceptionally dangerous situations.
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